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irrelevant to an understanding of the Wiener-Hopf method itself ard its 
various extensions. Accordingly, this report was written in an attempt to 
display the operation of the technique in an even simpler physical and 
mathematical context, and thereby to encourage its more widespread use. 
The report deals with the application of Wiener-Hopf methods to one- 
dimensional wave motions on strings and beams, and in particular with the 

reflection and transmission from discontinuities in the mechanical proper- 
‘ties of a string. Also included is a section illustrating how a generalized 

Wienexv-Hopf problem can be set up for a three-part problem involving a 
Two dimensional wave problems are then exempli- 

fied in a discussion of the acoustic field generated by a vibratir.g half- 

plane, and the effect of uniform mean flow cyer the half-plane ia included 

to show how different types of “edge condition” may be accommodated. The 
final section sets out in detail the properties of certain functions arising 

very frequently in application of Wiener-Hopf methods to acoustic problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Wiener-Hopf technique is now firmly estab- 

lished as a powerful tool for researcn in certain 

types of boundary value problem arising in acous- 

tics. Typical problems which may be solved exact~- 
ly or asymptotically with this technique concern 

the sound and vibration levels generated by finite 

or semi-infinite planar or cylindrical surfaces, 

of local or extended reaction, immersed in a com- 

pressible fluid and subject to acoustic or mechan- 
ical forcing. However, even the simplest of these 

problems involves complications which are irrele- 
vant to an understanding of the Wiener-Hopf method 
itself and its various extensions. Accordingly, 

this report was written in an attempt to display 
the operation of the technique in an even simpler 

physical and mathematical context, and thereby to 
encourage its more widespread use. The report 

deals with the application of Wiener-Hopf methods 

to one-dimensional wave motions on strings and 

beams, and in particular with the reflection and 

transmission from discontinuities in the mechan- 

ical properties of a string. Also included is a 

section illustrating how a generalized Wiener- 

Hopf problem can be set up for a three-part prob- 

lem involving a string cf finite length. Two- 

dimensional wave problems are then exemplified in 

a discussion of the acoustic field generated by a 

vibrating half-plane, and the effect of uniform 

mean flow over the half-plane is included to show 

how different types of “edge condition" may be 
accommodated. The final section sets out in detail 

the properties of certain functions arising very 

frequently in application of Wiener-Hopf methods 

to acoustic problems. 

ADMINISTRATIV®. INFORMATION 

This work was performed under DINSRDC Contract No. N00167+76-M-8415, 

financed under DINSROC Job Order 4-1900-001-32. At the time, the author, 

whose permanent address is Department of Applied Mathematical Studies, 

University of Leeds, England, was a visiting professor in the Department of 

Mechanical Engineering, [Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Wiener-Hopf technique was devised in 1931 {1} to deal with 

an integral equation arising in neutron transport theory, though its 

origins—and indeed its essentials—come from Russian werk in the 

1870's on singular integral equetions [2,3]. During the war the tech- 

nique was extensively applied by Schwinger and his colleagues [4] to 

problems in electromagnetic wave propagation, and much of the sub- 

sequent developnent of the method has taken place in applications to 

wave diffraction processes. Standard books on the method are those 

by Noble [5], Weinstein [6], while several books (e.g., Carrier, Krook 

and Pearson [7], Morse end Feshbach [8]) have chapters which attempt to 

fatroduce the method. In such introductions, two-dimensional] boundary 

value problems involving a partial differential equation for come 

field variabi® are invariably used as the simplest demonstrafioa prob- 

lems (the Somaerfeld preblesa of plane wave diffraction ty a semi- 

infinite rigid screen being the best known). Such probleas, however, 

bring in at cnce a number of issues which are irrelevant to the exposi- 

tion of the W-H method; the introduction of branch cuts in the complex 

wavenunber plane is one auch igsue which—while it is an important 

one, and one which must be understood by anyone wishing to deal. with 

wave diffraction preblems—causes great difficulties for most students. 

Accordingly, an attempt will be made in these course notes to 

illustrate the W-H method in a wuch simpler context than usual. We 

shall study one-diwensional time-harmonic waves on strings and bars, and 

in particular we will study the reflection and transmission properties 

of changes in properties of the medium, abrupt changes of density giving 
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rise to various hinds of standard and generalized forms of W-h equations. 

Not only is che derivation of the WH functional equation much simpler 

than usual for these problems, but its solution is also much easier, and 

the final inversion of a Fourier transform integral can be readily rer- 

formed and the resuits seen to correspond with familiar undergraduate 

ideas. 

The W-H technique is a method of solving certain types of boundary 

value problem in which, typically, we have information about the 

pressure, sny,on the half-plane x < 0 and about the velocity on the half- 

plane x > 0, and we cannot solve for the radiated acoustic field until 

we know the pressure all over the whole boundary, -™ <x< +™, or 

about the velocity there. In the W-H method, a single equation is 

derived, relating the Fourier transforms of the unknown pressure 

(for x > 0), ef the unknown velocity (for x < 0) and of the given 

forcliug field arising from seme prescribed fo.-e or source or incident 

field. The transformsof the two unknown distributions are known (partly 

: because of information supplied by the anticipated physical behavior of 

the system under study) to have certcin analyticity properties as 

functions of the wavenumber regarded as a complex variable, and a 

certain crucial step (the W-H method) and the use of some fundamental 

theorems of the calculus of functions of a complex variable together 

enable one equation to be solved for two unknown functions. Then the 

field everywhere can be found in terms of an inverse Fourier integral 

which in aany instances can be estimated by stationary phase or steepest 

. deacent/saddle point techniques [e.g., 9,10) or by generalized function 

methods [11,12]. In the preblems to be discussed here such eleborate 

wethods are not needed, and an exact inversion of the Fourier integrals 
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can be obtained with the aid of elementary residue calculus (see, e.g., 

{7]). 

It is usual, and no doubt more logical, to start an introduction to 

a technique of this kind by first summarizing all that will be required 

in the way of results from the theory of functions of a complex variable. 

As our problems are extremely simple, both from the conceptual and froma 

the manipulative point cf view, 1t seems unnecessary to start here with 

such a digression, and we chall introduce the various ideas and theorems 

as they arise in the course of the problems. For a rigorous statement of 

the theorems the reader is referred to standard references (e.g., 

Titchmarsh [13}). We should warn the reader, however, that the degree 

of rigor which is usually adopted by workers in wave theory is not 

altogether a matter of mathematical pedantry. Certain problems, involving 

coupled wave-bearing media in particular, are extremely delicate, and 

require much wore attention to mathemacicel rigor than do the simple 

problema at hand here. 
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2. REFLECTION OF WAVES FROM DISCONTINUITIES ON A STRING 

: Consider a uniform string of line density Py lying along the 

portion -@ <x < 0 of rhe x-axis uader tension T. Consider this etrizg 

to be joined at x = 0 by a massless connection to a string of density p, 

lying along 0 < x <+™, the tension there also being T. tlransverse 

waves of arbitrary profile propagate at speed C, = (10) on the 

left-hand string, and at speed ¢, = (r/o)? on the right-hand. 

Alternatively, with time dependence exp(-iwt), w > 0, understood through- 

out, waves in x < 0 have wavenumber ky = wil, while those in x > 0 

have wavenumber k, = w/C,. We wish to determine the reflected and trans- 

mitted waves in x < 0, x > 0 respectively when a progressive wave with 

displacement exp(ik x) is incident upon the junction fro e <0. [See 

Figure 1.} 

This is a trivial problem to which the solution can be found by 

elementary methods and which can be generalized to cover a variety of 

different conditions at the junction. It and its generalizations are 

also suitable for introducing the W-H method very simply. We start 

by writing the total displacement as 

I yr exp (ik, x) inx <0 

| 
and as (2-1) 

y inx? 0 

The reason for this is that then y (which might de called the scattered 

fiela) must take the form of an outgoing wave as x + t@ and as x +-™, 

and thie enables us to state something about the Fourier transform of y. 

Ce Raat Rae 
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(2.2) 

where real end imaginary parts of both wavenumbers are beth positive 

and wuere the imaginary parts are small (and in the end vanishingly smali 

compared with the real parts. 

The rationale for this is as follows. We start by assuming a tine 

factor exp(-iwt) with w > 0. (We could just as well take exp(+iwt), but 

the choice of exp(-iwt) is helpful for reasons that should emerge later.) 

Then as x > + © the phase factor of an outgoing wave must be exp (+ik, x) 

where Kk, s wiC. Giving Ls, a swall positive tamginacy part therefore 

sakes an outgoing weve decay a5 x + +, like exp(-k, x). corresponding 

to the presence of eal] incernal dissipation in the string. Similarly, 

as x > -@en outgoing wave will have the pl ase factor exp(-ik x), and 

then will also be cxponentialiy daszped if we give Ke a small positive 

imaginary part. 

We therefore now know that for x > 0, y(ax) is a continuous function 

which decays like exp(-k, ,x) as x~+o, Its HALF-RANGE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

then hes certain preperties as a functicn of complex wavenumber s (that 

being a useful syabol for the vevenumber which dees not have any particu- 

lar significance, the symbol k for example often being associated with 

a particuler wavenumber). Define 

A 

¥,(s) = { y(x) exp isx dx. (2.3) 
° 
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Then XY, (s) exists as an analytic function of e at all points in the 

« complex s-plane for which the integral converges. The integral over 

any finite range of x certainly converges (and y(x) is certainiy inte- 

grable near x=0) so that the convergence is dictated by the behavior of 

ey y(x) as x ++, There 

y(x) exp isx ~ exp[-(s, + kx (2.4) 

where s = s. + is, and the integral up to infinity cherefore converges 

if 8, + ky > 0. It may also converge for some other values of s, but 

what can be guaranteed on the basis of the anticipated behavior of y(x) 

as x > + © is that 

Y,(s) is analytic in an upper half-plane 

Ry : Im s > “ki; (2.5) 

Moreover, Y,(s) has non-growing algebraic behavior as |s| + © every- 

5 where within the domain R, if y(x) > finite at x = 0+ or has an 

tategrabl2 singularity at x = 0+, so that lv, ¢s) | = Olen) say for 

some A > 0 as |s| > © along any radius in the domain R,- If, as may 

occur in some problems, y(x) has a non-integrable singularity at x = Gt 

(that is, a singularity ac least as strong as x7!) then y(x) has to 

be regarded #3 a zeneralized function whose generalized half-range trans- 

forn ¥,(2) is 3till analytic in an upper half-plane R,, but now can have 

algebraic growth as | s| StaiCol 

f By analytic we mean that Y, (8) is singise-valued and has a uni, 

derivative 

eg a mannan are nmr nen 
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Y¥, (sth) - Y, (s) 
Qin + + 
nee renner C) ! s YX, (8) 

as the point sth approaches s along any path in the plane. 

In a precisely similar way, the half-range transform of the scattered 

displacement y(x) for x < 0 

Y_(s) = fi y(x) exp isx dx (2.7) 
—c 

is an analytic function of s in a lower half of the s-plane, 

H <+ . R Im s Koa (2.8) 

and for a function y(x) integrable at x = 0- Y_(¢) has non-growing 

algebraic behavior at infinity in R_, so that ly_(s)| = 0(|s| “) for 

some 1 > 0 as |s| + along any radius in R.. (Algebraic growth of 

Y_(s) is permitted if y(«x) has a non-integrable singularity as x + 0-.) 

Since kot and Sr are strictly positive, the FULL-RANGE FOURIER 

TRANSFORM 

+20 
Y(s) = Xs) + Y_(s) = f y(x) exp isx dx (2.9) 

=o 

exists as an analytic function of s in a strip D, 

D=R, QR :-ky,< Ime<tk, (2.10) 

formed by the intersection of the overlapping upper and lower half-planes 

R, and R.. [See Figure 2.] 

The notation and conventions for the Fourier transforms are such 

that G) functions arise from half-range transforms over the positive 

x-axis, ©) functions from half-range tranzforms over the negative x-axis. % 
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Alternatively, ¥,(s) can be regarded as the full-range transform of the 

generalized function y(x) H(x), 

Y, (s) 5 f y(x) H(x) exp isx dx (2.11) 
oo 

and correspondingly 

bo 

Y_(s) = | y(x) H(-x) exp isx dx , 

ee) 

(2.12) 

H(x) denoting the Heaviside unit function, H(x) = 1 for x > 0, H(x) = 0 

for x < 0. 

The FOURIER INVERSION THEOREMS run as follows:- if C, is any contour 

from -®ro +@lying within che domain Ry and such that YX, (s) exp (-isx) 

is integrable over this contour, then 

1 
On Y,(s) exp(-isx) ds = y(x) (x > 0) 

+ 

= 0 (x < 0) 

both of which are contained in 

y(x) H(x) = at Y,(s) exp(-isx) ds (2.13) 

2m jc + 

The fact that the integral vanishes for x < 0 follows from Cauchy's 

theorem applied to a closed contour T consisting of the contour Cc, with 

its ends joined by a large circular arc in R,- Since the integrand is 

1 analytic everywhere in Ry 

1 

f ¥,(s) exp(-isx) ds = 0 
Jr 

; 
p and the integral along the circular arc vanishes if x < © 

copes Seapets jeer 
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because exp(-isx) is then exponentially small at infinity ia Ry and . 

¥,.(8) is at least algebraically small there. (This result shouid really 

be proven carefully using Jordan's lemma; see [7,13].) 

Correspondingly, if C_ is any contour from -- to +~ lying within 

R_ and such that Y_(s) exp(-isx) is integrable over it, then 

§ 
% 
ES 

fi 
% 
E 
E 

| 
| 

y(x) H(-x) = +/ ¥_(s) exp(-isx) ds (2.14) 
27 “C 

Now if C i: any contour from ~~ to +~ lying everywhere within the 

strip of D cf overlap between Ry and R_» then we can identify C with C, 

for (2.13), C with C_ for (2.14) and obtain by addition of (2.13) and (2.14) 

rr ee the inversion theorem 

oes) oes { Ve)iexp (iss \eds (2.15) 
2m +¢ 

We remark here that our convention exp(-ivt) for the time factor 

is consistent with the formulas (2.9) and (2.15), in the sense that we 

are rs: iy taking F.T.'s in space and time with the definitions 

f 
Y(s,w) = J { yix,t) exp(isx + iwt) dx de 

y(x,t) = aa | f Y(s,w) exp(-isx -iwt) ds dw 

(27)? 

Note that if a time factor exp(+iwt) were taken, and kook, were defined 

as La = wiCs k, = w/C,, chen we would have to give kooky small negative 

imaginery parts in order to secure a strip of overlap in which to take 

F.T.'s in x. 

19 
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The point of using half-range transforms is that conditions are 

different according as x 2 0, so that a two sided-transform cannot 

immediately be applied. For x > 0 we have the equatio:: of motion 

2 

oe tke y=e. (2.16) 

Multiply by exp(isx) and integrate from 0 to =. Then the last term 

produces 

2 = 

ki x, (s) 

provided seR,» while the first term can be integrated by parts to give 

2 co 

cE oy aes dx = oo) ares -is Fyenine -s*Y(s) 
lp ax dx a ° + 

From the anticipaved behavior, y ~exp¢ ik, ,x) as x ++ we see that 

dy: ers and esos both vanish as x ++ provided seR,. If we write 
dx P + 

im Lim y(t) = I yds yO) = OS ayy (2.17) 

then we have 

(s? - ki) ¥,(s) = -y'(O+) + isy(0+) (2.18) 

as a statement, for scR,, of the equation of motion in x > 0. 

Applying the same procedure, this time for scR_, to the equation 

‘ 
rn a I TT TS 

i 
2 

oe +k y= 0 (2.19) 
x 

which holds in x < 0, produces 

(s* - ke) Y¥_(s) = + y"(0--) - isy.(0-) (2.20) 
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The system (2.18), (2.20) 1s completed :hen the boundary condition . 

at x = 0 is specified. In the present simplest case, in which there can 

be no difference of transverse force from x = 0- to x = (+, the boundary 

condition is that 

24m a ikox) | im dy 
: Ola aR RON vax 2 (2.21) 
4 

| so that 

{ y'(O-) + ii, = y' (G+) (2.22) 

| while the total displacement of the string must also be continuous, so 

that 
i 

Lim ik.x Rim | BRIG er oy rey (2.23) 
| or 

y(0-) + 1 = y(0+) (2,24) 

Eliminate say y(0-) and y'(0-) from (2.20) by using (2.22) and (2.24), 

giving 

(s? - k?) ¥_(s) = y"(Ot) - isy(O+) + i(s - k)) (2.25) 

and if we now add this is to (2.18), the unknowms y'(0+) and y(0+) 

| disappear and we have 

| (8? - ki) ¥,(s) + (s* - 2) ¥_(e) = (a -k)) . 

It is convenient to divide through. by (s? - ko) which we may do because 

the equation itself is only meaningful in the strip D and the zeros Hk 

Jie outaide thet strip. Then we get a standard form of Wiener-Hopf < 

functional equation 

12 
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K(s) ¥,(s) + ¥_(s) = (2.26) 

where the kernel is 

6 (2.27) 

The W-H equation relates a linear combination of the unknown half- 

range transforms ¥,(s) tc a functirn related to the incident wave field 

exp ik x: The equatio: holds in the strip of overlap D, and the coeffi- 

cients, K(s) and (s + ert are analytic and non-zero in the interior 

of the strip in the simplest cases, though cases In which K(s) has 

zeros or poles in the intesior of D can also be handled straighforwardly. 

. TH: the next section we show how the general situation of the W-H 

equation van be obtained by inspection and how the Fourier transform 

integrals can be inverted to yield explicit solutions for the trans- 

mitted and reflected waves. Following that we look at differences 

which arise when the beundary conditionsat x = 0 are changed, and when 

the strings are replaced by elastic beams. 

3. SOLUTION OF THE W-H EQUATICN 

Assuming that we have obtained an equation (2.26) with the coeffi- 

cient of one or other of Y,(s) reduced to unity, the first crucial point 

lies in the W-H FACTORIZATION of X(s). In this we express 

K(s) = K,(s) K_(s) (3.1) 

as the product of two functions of which K,(s) is analytic and non-zero 

in Ry and of at most algebraic growth at infinity in Rus while K_(s) is 

analytic and non-zero in R_ and of at most algebraic growth at infinity 
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there. (Here we assume that K(s) has no zeros in the strip D, a point 

we shall examine again later.) It is remarkable that such a factoriza- 

tion exists for any K(s) which is analytic and non-zero in D but which 

may have any kind of singular behavior outside D; the proof was given 

by Wiener and Hopf {1}. Hera the truth of the theorem is obvicus; 

8 +k, s-k, 
K, (8) = =) » K (s) = Sie E, (3.2) 

Oo. 

is one factorization with che required properties, and is such that 

K, (8) > 1 at infinity in R,- After we have completed the solution 

we chall return to the uniqueness or otherwise of this factorization. 

Because K_(s) is free from zeros in R_, and in particular in D, 

we can divide (2.26) through by it, to get 

Y (s) { 

K, (s) ¥,(3) + Ks) = Gk) KG) (3.3) 

The analyticity properties of the terms on the ‘eft here are know, 

while the function on the right is neither a(#) function nor aQ© function. 

Our next object is to write it as the 3UM of the two functions aralytic 

in Ry and R_ respectively, and of algebraic behavior at © in those 

half-planes. Again, the existence of this ADDITIVE SPLIT is assured 

by the W-H theorem [1], and here we can again: see how to perform the split 

by inspection (and in this case the method of inspection is widely 

useful and should be carefully noted). 

The function i/(s + k.) K_(s) is analytic in R_ except for the 

pole at s= wk, Near the role, the function behaves like 

i/(s + k)) K_(-k))» so that we can isolate the pole behavior by adding 

and subtracting this term, to give 
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DOU EN 9) a LES sin eels ES 
(gs + k) K_(s) (8 + asians ele (s + k)) K_(-k,) (3-4) 

The first term no longer has a pole at s ®@ “ky: for near there 

at 1 
K_@) - K_Ck,) = (s + kx (function analytic at -k,) '; 

and it is therefore a@© function G (s) aay, while the correction term 

i/(s + k,) K_(-k,) is evidently a@) function, G(s) say. Nete that 

this cdditive split is not restricted to any particular form of K_(s), 

but turns on the presence of a pole term (s + oe only. 5; 

We now rewrite the equation (3.3) as 

Y_(s) } 
K,(s) ¥,(s) - G(s) = G_(s) - Rac) (3.5) 

and consider the function E(s) defined by 

E(s) = K, (a) Y,(s) - CG, (s) A (3.6) 

This is a functicn defined and analytic throughout R, and of algebraic 

behavior (algebraic growth or decay) at © in Ry. E(s) is not defined 

by (3.6) except in Re However, within D, E(s) can equally well be 

defined by 

Y_(s) 

E(s) = G (8) = KG) (3.7) 

and this definition then CONTINUES ANALYTICALLY the function E(e), 

defined originally only in R, by (3.6), through tiie strip D of overlap 

into the lower half-plane R_, and there E(s) is also analytic end of 

algebraic growth or decay at infinity. 
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Thus we heve a function E(s), defined by (3.6) in Ry and (3.7) in 

R_, these two definitions being identical throughout D, which is analytic 

and of at most algebraic growth at infinity in the entire complex plane. 

According to the extended version of Liouville's theorem, the most 

generel such function is a polynomial P(s), and hence the most general 

solution to the W-H equation (2.26) is 

G(s) + P(s) 

Ys eg ia. 
(3.8) 

¥_(s) = Ks) [G_{s) - P(s)] 

& 
f : 

a ‘ 
ae 

is 

: 

t 

1 

for any polynomial P(s). 

In most applications the polynomial is fixed in degree, and some- 

times also completely, from ccnsiderations of "edge conditions" at x = 0. 

The edge conditions determine the behavior of ¥,(s) at tnedadcy in R,. 
+ 

This is seen most clearly if we go to infinity along the imaginary axis. 

Let s = iu with u purely real and positive. Then . 

‘ 

¥, (du) = [ yéx) exp(-ux) dx (3.9) 4 
° 

which is the one-sided Laplace transform of y(x). When u + + @ only 

small values of x make any contribution to the Integral, and in fact 

H 
WATSON's LEMMA [see, e.g.,9] states that under appropriate conditions, 

the asymptotic behavior of ¥, (iu) as u*> + © is obtained by inserting 

| in (3.9) the asymptotic expansion of y(x) as x > OF and integrating 

} 
term by term. The process cen also be used in an inverse fashion to 

fina the behavior of y(x) as x > O+ by examining the behavior of Y, Gu) 

js NOT simply related to the behavior of the full-range transform Y(s) 

as u++~[141. Note, however, that the behavior of y(x) as x > Ot : 

| 16 ‘ 
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for large values of s. If one knows Y(s), one has then to decompose 

Y(s) into YX, (s) + Y_(s) and then look at ¥, (2) for large values of s, a 

procedure explained in detail in [14]. 

In a similar way, the asymptoticsof y(x) as y + S- are determined 

by those of Y_(-iv) as v > +o, using Watson's lemna. 

Now in our problem we assume that the deflection y in the reflected 

or transmitted wave is finite as x > &. Then the leading order term 

in the expansion of ¥, (iu) is 

(Const) ip exp(-ux) dx = (Const)u7? (3.10) 
oO 

and similarly for Y (-iv), so that YG) are each O(s~!) at infinity in 

Ry» respectively. Ee) each tend to 1 at infinity, while G(s) are 

each O(s~?). It then follows from (3.6) that E(s), which is the 

polynomial P(s), is O(s~') at infinity in R,, and from (3.7) that it 

is Ofs'') at infinity in R_, and hence, because Ry have a common strip, 

P(s) is a polynomial which vanishes everywhere at infinity like s~. 

Therefore P(s) must be identically zero, and the ecinution subject to 

the conditfon of finiteness at the junction x = 0 is 

¥, (s) = G(s) MK, (8) 

(3.11) 

Y¥_(s) = G (s) K_(s) 

and in explicit form this gives 

re — 
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2ik, 
Y,(3) * <---> 
+ (a + k 1) Ck, + k) 

(3.12) 

Y_(s) = 
1 21k, (; - k\ 

s+ ky * (s + ko) Ck, + k.) s- x) 

3 Before proceeding to the inversion of the Fourier transform we 

return to the question of the uniqv: sess of the K (8). Let one specific 

facturization be K, (s) K_{s). Then in any other factorization, the 

[A,(s) K,(s)][A_(s) K_(s)} 

where, since K, <8) are analytic and free of zeros in R,» A, (8) must 

| factors can be written 

also be analytic and free of zeros in R,, respectively. Further, 
: + 

A,(s) A_(s) = 1 

for seD, and because A_(s) has no zeros in R_ 

1 

AOS A_(s) 

again for se€D. Define 

F(s) = A,(s) seR, 

1 
F(s) = CAN seR_ 

Then F(s) is analytic throughout the whole s-plane (an ENTIRE function). 

Suppose further that the factors are required to have some . ,ecified 

algebraic behavior at infinity in that respective half-plane. Thea A, (s) 

each tend to constant values at infinity in Ry» and the entire function 

F(s) hes constant values everywhere at infinity. By Liouville's theorem 

18 
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the only such function is F(s) = Constant Fo so that if K,(s), K_(3} 

are one pair of factors, any other pair must be of the form 

: 1 Fo K,(s), ES K_(s) : 

Ia other words, a factorization with prescribed algebraic behavior at 

infinity is unique up to multiplication cf K, (s) by a constant Fo and 

division of K_(s) by the same constant Fo: Wote the importance of the 

restriction to algebraic behavior at infinity. In many applications, | 

part of K(s) can be represented as an infinite product from which the 

split K,(s) K_(s) can be effected by inspection. Usually, however, the 

infinite series of factors which gives K, (s) or K_(s) has exponential 

behavior at infinicy in R, or R., and then it is nECeSaary to divide 

say K,(s) by an entire function with the appropriate exponential 

behavior at infinity in Rs so that the resulting factor behaves 

algebraically, at the same time multiplying K_(s) by the same factor 

to eliminate exponentiai behavior at infinity in R_. Several examples 

of this are given in the book by Noble [5]. 
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4. X.NVERSION OF THE FOURIER INTEGRALS 

From (3.12), the full-range transform of the scattered field y(x) 

is given by 

¥(s) = ¥,(3) + Y¥_(s) , 

e 
ka 
£ 2 

and 
wre! 

y(x) = xf ¥(s) exp(-isx) ds 
3 Cc 

where C runs from -™to +@in the strip D. Since Y, (8) behave 

| algebraically at infinity in Ry, the convergence cf the integral is 

| dictated vy the exp(-isx) faccor. 

| For x > 0, close the contour C with a large semi-circle ia the 

| lower half-plane. The contribution from this semi-circle vanishes 

as the radius becomes infinite because exp(-isx) is exponen/ially small 

for x > 0 and Ims <Q. (Again, a more careful proof of this should 

really be given.) Further, inside the closed contour consisting of C 

and the large semi-circle, Y_(s) ie analytic and by Cauchy's theorem 

makes zero contribution to the integral. YX, (s) goes have singularities 

Noting that the contour is described clockwise rather than counter- 

{ 

| 
{ 

| 
{ 

{ 
| 

| 
| in R_, but these consist in fact of Just a simple pole at s = ~k,. 

| 

| clockwise, we have 

1 
y(x>G) = on (-271) (Residue of ¥,(s) ats 2 -k) exp (ik, x) 

2ik 
Si) egy exer, =) 

fo) 1 

= T exp (ik, x) 

{ 

| 
| 

I 

| 
| 

| where the transmission coefficient is 

{ 
i 

| 20 
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(4.4) 

For x < 0, complete the contour C with a large semi-circle in 

R,. There is no contribution from the large semi-circle, and applica- 

tion of Cauchy's theorem now gives 

y(x < 0) -> (+ 271) (Residue of Y_(s) ats =+ k)) exp(- ik) 

(21k) 
s+i Gk), +) (+ ky - k.) exp (- ik x) 

= R exp(- ik x) 

with a reflection coefficient 

ky - k, 
R = ares ; (4.2) 

t¢ ds a crivial matter to check that these solutions for the reflected 

and transmitted waves satisfy the conditions (2.23) and (2.24). 

In the kinds of problems encountered in acoustics, the funcrion 

¥ (33 usually has a branch point singularity in R_ as well as simple 

poles, and correspondingly Y_(s) may have one or more branch peints 

and simple poles in R,- The pole contributions are unaffected (except 

in certain critical citcumstances) and give rise to natural modes of 

the system, analogous to the reflected and t.ansmitted waves found here. 

When the dissipation factors are small, some poles will lie close to 

the real axis and give rise to propagating modes, as here. Others 

may lie close to the imaginary avis and give non-propagating modes, of 

the kind found in wave~guide problems and in the motion of plates and 

beams. In cther problems poles mzy be present in the complex plane 
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and yet may never be captured in the appropriate deformations of the 

integration path which will have to be made, and such poles then 

represent no distinct and identifiable structure of the field. Pole 

coatributions also serve, in accustics problems, to represenc the 

abzupt changes that weuld occur according to geometrical optics as one 

crosses boundaries between iiluminated, reflected, and shadow wave 

zones. These pole contributions have to be supplemented in more 

complicated problems by integrals arouud the branch cuts which join 

brench points. There are many techniques for Gatimatine the contributicns 

from -ranch cut integrals [9,10,11,12] including cases where various 

kinds of singularities come close together, and even coincide. ‘enerally 

branch cut integrals represent forced near-field behavior, which decays 

algebraically away from a junction or discontinuity of the two-part 

system usually studied by the W-lh techuique, leaving only the natural 

propagating modes at large distances. 
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5. DIFERENT CONDITIONS AT x = 0 

Suppose now that the strings are each stretched to tension T, 

but are joined by a mass m which is free to slide on a smooth wire 

perpendicular to the strings. The condition of continuity of dispi.ace- 

ment of the string remains in force, eo that as in (2.24) 

y(0-) + 1 = y(0+) (5.1) 

while the equation of motion of the particle is 

tT Zor - mh (y+ eK) (0-) = - mw? y (OF) (5.2) 

Wt 
since yCOL ens is the particle displacement. We now find that it is 

impossible to eliminate all of y(0t), y'(0+t) from the equations (2.18), 

(2.20), (5.1), and (5.2), which are statements of the equations of 

motion and the boundary conditions. The simplest W-H equation one can 

get, replacing (2.26), turns out to be 

i mu? y (0+) (s) = me K(s) ¥,(s) + Y_(s) aa K, + Ton ya (5.2) 

oO 

containing two unknown functions, YX, (8), and the unknown constant 

y(0+) also. Supposing y(0+) were known, however, we proceed as before. 

The additive split of i/(s + Le) Kes) = G, (s) + G (s) has been given 

in (3.4); for the other term in (5.3) we proceed in a similar fashion 

and get 

Litas dese J (ap Se H,(s) + H_(s) (5.4) 
5 Ei(e2= ke)’ RCs) 

where 
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Se Hs) = 7 y (0+) (are k,) (-2k) K_(k,) 

(5.5) 

2 
1 1 1 H_(s) = = y(or) — Lear eG) cacy 

T (s + ky (8 k)) K_(s) ( 2k) K_( k) 

The entire function E(s) is again zero and thus we find 

i mu? 1 K(s) ¥,(s) = ——- yo - y(t) ———— (5.6) + + (s + k)) K_( k) 2k oT (s + k) K_( k? 

from this equation we can now determine the value of y(0+), for 

we recall from $3 that the behavior of Y¥,(s) as g*+© in Ry is related 

to the behavior of y(x) as x > Ot — i.e., to y(0+). Ass 7+ in R, 

we have 

¥,(s) 5 f y(O+) exp(isx) dx +... 
o 

= at). + .... (provided Ims > 0) (5.7) 

while K, (s) >+lass+min R,. Therefore the leading terms of (5.6) 

state that 

ay COR) ira SMU 2) mae On) a La (5.8) 
8 sk (-k_) 2k T s K (-k_) y 

=~ "o ° -* “o 

which requires 

Coie ene a ee a 5.9 
y =. QeaTIKUGKD) K (-k_) (5-9) 

On = KO -* “o 

The solution can now be completed in precisely the same manner 

as before. This method—of examining the detailed behavior, possibly 

to several terms, jn the expansion of ¥,(8) as 3 +o in R, ~<=-ig 

24 
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frequently used to determine unknown constants arising from boundary 

conditions. Another common method, which is illustrated in the next 

section on waves in beams, involves obtaining a solution like (5.6) 

for general values of the unknown constants, and then arguing that 

unless the constants have certain special values, a plus function will 

have a pole somewhere in R, or a minus function will have a pole some- 

where in R. In complicated problems involving coupled eiastic plate/ 

acoustic fluid motions the plus or minus function which apparently 

has the singularity may not be the obvious Y, or Y_ function, but some 

more complicated related function. 
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6. WAVES ON BEAMS P 

We now replace the strings of f2 by beams of specific mass PoP, 

and bending stiffness Bo? BY in x <0, x > 0, respectively. The free 

wavenumbers will be denoted by ko k, as before, for time dependence 

exp(-iwt), where 

k* = (p w?/B) , ki = (p,w?/B,). (6.1) 

For the moment we ieave conditions at the junction x = 0 unspecified 

and take a wave with displacement exp (ik x) incident from x = -%, 

denoting the total displacements again by y + exp (ik x) inx <0 

and by y in x > 0. This ensures exponential decay of y(x) as 

x + + © and as x + - © provided In ko? In k, are given small positive 

values, fcr we anticipate that in x > 0 

y(x) = A exp (ik, x) +B exp (-k, x) 

and (6.2) 

y(x) = C exp (-ik x) + -D exp(k x). . 

The near-field terms here, B exp (-k, x) and D exp (kx) » decay 

as x > + and as x + - ©, respectively, because ko and k, have positive 

real parts; they arise because the equations of motion are 
\ 

DS 

Se ok 0 in x <0 
x 

(6.3) 

eS Un a aan AD ky} y=z0 inx>0O 

Taking half-range Fourier transforms of (6.3) gives 

26 
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(s* - k}) ¥,(s) = y™ (Ot) - sy" (O+) - s*y'(O+) + is*y (0+) (6.4) 

(s* - k?) ¥_(s) = -y'™(0-) + isy" (0-) + s*y'(0-)-is*y(0-) (6.5) 

the first of these holding in Ry» the second in R.. Now the poles 

gs = +k,» s = +1ik, lie in R, (see Figure 3), so that YX, (s) will have 

‘poles at +k,» + ik, unless we choose 

y™(O+) - ik, y"(O+) - ki y'(O+) + ik? y(O+) = 0 (6.6) 

y"™" (Ot) +k, y"(O+) + ki y'"(O+) +k? y(O+) = 0 (6.7) 

Similarly, Y_(s) will have poles at s = nk» 8 = ~ik) in R_ unless 

soluble set of eight equations for the eight unknown boundary constants. 

| 
| ! ~y"™"(0-) - ik) y"(O-) + ke y'(O-) + ik? y(0-) = 0 (6.8) 

| 
| aM CO s)icts kaa KO—)ae=rkeny* (O=)i ke y(O=))'="0 (6.9) 
| : 

‘Whatever the boundary conditions at x = 0, conditions (6.6-6.9) must be 

satisfied. (Two analogous relations could have been deduced in §2, but 

it seemed unecessary to emphasize such a poiat at an early stage.) 

Four further conditions may be imposed at x = 0, at least one of 

these being a nonhomogenous condition, so that we shall have a uniquely 

\ 
| We shall not take any particular set of boundary conditions, as these 

tend only to lead to complicated expressions without any special structure. 

By addition of (6.4) and (6.5) we get 
| 
| 
| 

(s* - ki) ¥,(s) + (8* - bk?) ¥_(s) = Q, (8) + Q (2) (6.30) 
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where 
6 

Q,(s) = is°y(O+) - s*y'(O+) - fay"(Or) + y"" (Ot) 
(6.11) x 

Q,(e) s-is"y(0-) + s*y"(0-) + isy"(0-) - y™"(0-) 

and conditions (6.6-6.9) are satisfied, so that 

Q, (k,) = Q, (4k) = 0 
tee S 1 1 (6.12) 

GQ) Gk em Qi(cik)) = 0 

Equation (6..0) holds in the strip 

s <-k < < : 8 ky Im s < + koa 

Y 

For simplicity we can take koi 2 kig so that the strip D is symmetric 

about the real axis end the points +k +k, lie on the upper boundary 

of D, the points -ko» -k, on its lcwer boundary. Because kos is 

supposed to be very smail, the other points of interest, tik,» tik, 

and ~ik)» -ik,, lie well above and well below D, respectively. If ? 

therefore we work in the interior of D we can divide (6.10) through 

by (s* - k*) say, and get a W-H equation 

Qi(s) + Q,(s) 
K(s) Y, (8)4Y = 6.13 @)X, G4) > =) (6.13) 

in which the kernel is 

& Lh 
K(s) = 241 (6.14) 

8° - ko , 

The W-H product split, into factore analytic, non-zero and of 

algebraic behavior at infinity in R, » respectively, is again obvious: 

28 
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i (9 +k )(s + ik.) (s - &,)(s - ik,) 
K,(s) = = 7 » K_(s) = = = (6.15) 
+ (s + kts + ik.) (8 k) Gs tk) 

Then division by K_(s) (K_(s)40 in R_ and sogO in D) gives 

¥_(s) Qi(s) + Q.(s) 
KS) ¥,0) + eG)” Ge kG + ike - k= ik) (6-28) 

} and we have to make an additive split of the right hand side. Now 

because of (6.12), Q, (s) must contain the factors (s + k,) (s + ik), 

| while Q, (s) must contain the factors (s - k)(s - ik,) so that we 

can write 

Sa) = (s + k)(s + ik,) (aos + bo) 

(6.17) 

Q, (s) =(s- k VCs - ik )(a is + b) 

where the coefficients ayy a, > bo b, are known when any particular 
1 

set of co;ditions is specified at x = ©. Now the right side of (6.16) 

has the form 

as+b 
() ° 

A a,s + b, 

-k)G-ik) Gtk)@+ik) 

which is already in the desired form G_(s) + G(s). The reason for 

this is that enalyticity arguments have already been used to remove 

pole singularities where they are not permitted and because pole 

singularities are the only kinds of singularity which are present in 

these one-dimensional problems this effectively means that the additive 

split must already have been carried out. 
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By the usual arguments we then have the solutions 

K, (s) Y, (8) - G, (s) = P(s) 

: (6.18) 

: - XS s =z : WO) eo lt) 
. 

j where P(s) is a polynomial. And because G,(s) = O(s~*), K,(s) = 0(1) 

and Y,(s) = O(s ') (because y is finite at x = 0) at infinity in their 

respective half-planes of analyticity, the polynonial P(s) must be 

identically zero, so that 

a,s + b, 

| YO) 7 Ge eG) 
. (6.19) 

ays + b 

RR) i ear ny TTA H (s k,) (s ik)) 

| 
| The inverse transforms can then be performed explicitly, the poles 
| 

s = k and s = ik, in R gives rise to the reflected wave and a 

| decaying mode in x < 0, the poles s = -k, and -ik, gives the trans- 

mitted wave and a decaying mode in x > 0. Specifically we find 

: (x > 0) ACR (ik, x) 
ae PETC USED yin rani 

{ (a, ik, 2 b,) 

| aay ee) 
(ajk, + b,) (6.20) 

y(x < 0) = 1 ———— _ exp(-ik x) 

k (1 - 4) 
| ° 

i (a ik, -b) 
° 

EG. ED) exp (+k x) 

which is of the anticipated form (6.2). For any specified boundary 

conditions the values of y and its first three derivatives are known 

at x = 0,, so that the coefficients ay» bo» ay» b, in (6.20) can be 
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obtained from s direct comparison of (6.17) with (6.11). But of 

course, the W-H was never intended to be used for solving such simple 

problems as these one-dimensional ones. We are using them as the 

simplest vehicle on which many features of common occurrence in the W-H 

method can be demonstrated. 
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7. GENERALIZED W-H EQUATIONS: THREE-PART BOUNDARY VALUZ PROBLEMS 

The standard W-H equation, (2.26), arises in many, though by no 

means all, boundary value problems in which difterent boundary data are 

prescribed on, say, x < 0 and x > 0. Many problems of interest in 

acoustics fall into this cateyory; for instance, the problem of energy 

conversion from the elastic to the acoustic mode when a surface wave 

in an elastic plate encounters a junction in the plate across which 

the plate properties change abruptly can be mcdeled in terms of two 

semi-infinite plates x < 0 and x > O for many purposes. The boundaries 

concerned do not always have to coincide with Rose che x-axis. For 

example, the standard W-d equation arises in the diffraction of waves 

by an open-ended parallel plate waveguide, or by an open ended circular 

duct, provided these are both semi-infinite. On the other hand, dif- 

fraction by three paraliel equi-spaced semi-infinite plates is a com- 

pletely open problem, though diffraction by an infinite cascade of 

semi-infinite staggered piates Is a relatively simple standard W-H 

problem. If the waveguides referred to above have closed ends (diffrec- 

tion by a semi-infinite thick rigid plate, or by a semi-infinite solid 

rod) the standard W-H method does not Nead to a closed form solution, 

but to an infinite set of coupled linear equations, whose solution can 

only be approximated by the solution of a finite subset of the equations 

in the low frequency limit. 

Thus it is clearly difficult to give any general guidelines as to 

when the standard W-H method would work except to say that it will not 

work, without modification, in the case of three-part boundary value 

problems where data is given on, say, -*™< x <0; 0< x< 8; 
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2 <x <+o in three different forms. There are, however, a number of 

problems which have been successfully tackled—-though always only in 

approximate form—-in this category, using modified W-H methods. We quote 

as examples the problems of diffraction by an infinite rigid strip of 

finite width in the high frequency limit, cf the resonances of a circular 

tube of finite length cpen at both ends and of wave motion in an elastic 

plate set in an infinite rigid surrounding baffle. 

Now in many of these problems the approximate solution is achieved 

on the basis of a “weak interaction" simplification. For example, in 

dirtraction of waves of wavenumber ko by a rigid strip of width & in 

the high frequency limit, (k 5%) >> 1, one can suppose that to first 

order each edge is unaware of the presence of the other, so that one 

can start the approximation with two semi-infinite problems of standard 

W-H type. Then if tne incident wave amplitude is O0(1), the first inter- 

action of one edge with the other will te through a cylindrical wave 

emanating from one edge, due to the incident wave, and of amplitude 

(kt) 7) near the other edge. For the second approximation we there- 

fore solve another two semi-infinite problems, but now with more 

complicated forcing terms arising from the mutual interaction between 

the edges. While one can see how to continue the process in that 

simple case, it {s advantageous to derive a modified W-H equation whose 

approximate solution throws up these successive interaction problems in 

a natural way. The advantage is that one can see from the generalized 

W-H equation what to try in more complicated problems where the 

physical situation is less clear. For example, near resonance the 

"weak interaction" sert of approximation is quite inappropriate, as the 
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whole phenomenon depends or strong coupling between the ends of the 

systen. 

We shall try here to ure our one-dimensional examples ro illustrete 

the possibility of generalizing the W-H technique to deal with three- 

part problems. For such one-dimensional problems, however, there is 

not generally any "weak interaction" approximacion that one can make, 

because waves on strings do not decay in the way that two and three 

dimensional acoustic fields do, so that in a sense one is always con- 

fronted with the strong coupling situation. Nonetheless, a number 

of interesting points arise in the string problems which have direct 

comparisons in more serious three-part problems. 

Consider a uniform string of line density Py in-»o<x<0 

and in & < x < + ~, these two semi-infinite strings being joined by a 

string of line density a, in 0<x< 2. A wave with displacement 

exp ik x is incident from x = - ™, and we want to find the displacements 

everywhere, subject to conditions at x = 0 and at x = 2 which we will 

specify later. 

Write the total displacement in x < 0 as y + exp ik x» so that y 

represents an outgcing field as x +-™. Define 

Yas) = ip y(x) exp isx dx (7.1) 

—09 

so that Y (s) is analytic in R_ (Im < kw and of algebraic decrease 

everywhere at infinity in R_ (because y(x) ia finite st x = 0). From 

the differeutial equation 

| 2 

| ay 4 Ky = 0 (- o<x < 0) 
| dx? (2) 

i 
} 
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we have 

(s? - Kk’) Y_(s) = + y"(O-) - isy(0-) (To) 

avi in order to avoid having a pole at 6" ~k eR we must have 

+ y"(0-) + ik, y(O-) = 0 (7.3) 

Also as a check, as |s| +> inR, 

¥_(s) ~ ~ 4 y(0-) 
which we also get from 

XY (s) ~ (; y(O-) + ...) eae (7.4) 

using Watson's lemma. 

The same differential eyuation holds in 2 < x <o™, Define 

un ~ ¥,(9) = C y(x) exp isx dx (Cate 

Q 

y(x) being the total displacement in % <x < ©. Then Y¥,(s) is analytic 

in the upper haif-plane 

R, : Ims>-k 
oO + i 

because of the exponential decrease, exp{-k) x) of y(x) asx* +, 

However, YX, @s) does not now have algebraic behavior at infinity in Ry. 

To find the behavior we write 
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¥, (8) i y(K 42) ofS 42) ay 
ie) 

= te y(x +2) ef®* ax 
fe) 

z ate [c [y(2+) + X y' (Lt) + ...] isk dX 

fe) 

ist . 
Aa ee lee y(2+) + 0 (: (7.6) 

=) s* ' 

as s>o in Ry. Thus ¥,(s) has e:ponential behavior, exp is&, at 

infinity in R,- From the differe tial equation we have 

(s? - K2) ¥,(s) = [-y'(@4) + is y(24)] ef (7.7) 

from which (7.6) is cbvious. Again, there is a pole at s = k eR, unless 

pe 

~y'(24) + ik, y(L+) = 0 (7.8) | 

For the middle portion of the string we define 

Q 
Ya(s) i= { y(x) exp isx dx (7.9) 

° 

Since the integration is over a finite range only and the integrand is 

Lounded and continuous, Y,(s) is analytic in the entire complex pl.ne 

(the Fourier Transform of a function with compact support — i.e., 

vanishing outside some finite range, is an ENTIRE function). As 38+© 

with Im s > 0, 

P.-) 

Ve) = J (y(O+) + xy"(0F) +...) e 
(2) 

See gene) (7.10) 

because when Im s > 0 only small values of x contribute to the integral, 

so that we can expand y(x) about x = 0+ and also extend the integration : 
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up to ©. As s + with Im s < 0 we need to write x = 2 - z, to get 

R 
Y,(s) = exp (isk) J y(2 - z) exp(-isz) dz 

° 

and because of the exponential exp(-isz) we can expand about z = 0 again 

to get 

Rate) cap tee (i [y(-) - 2y"(2-) + Je 8? az 
ce) 

= exp(isf) {- y(2-) + oc (7.11) 

Thus the entire function Y,(s) is algebraically small, 0(s7!) or smaller, 

in Im s > 0, but exponentially large like exp(is2), in Ims < 0. 

The differential equation 

ayer +k‘y =0 
dx2 1 

(where y is the total displacement in 0 < x < %) gives 

(s? - k?) ¥,(s) = [y"(@-) e° - y"(o#)] 

sh - is{y(2-) et - y(o+)] (7.12) 

and confirms (7.10) and 7.11). Further, Y, (s) can have no singularities 

for any finite value of s, so that the right side of (7.12) must vanish 

for both s = k and s = “ki, giving 

ee % _ y(or)= 0, (7.13) [y'(a-) e@M1* — y"(ory] - ak, fy@a-) et 

ty'(a-) ei? ~ yt (ony + tk, fy(t-) eA” - yor} = 0. (7.14) 
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To make the algebra minimal we choose a definite set of conditions 

at x = 0 and at x = &, namely the simple junction conditions that there 

ig no change tc the total displacement or to the slope at x = 0, x = 8, 

the tension in all three strings being the same. Thus we take 

y(0-) +1 = y(G) 

y(2-) = y(R+) 

y'(0-) + ik, = y' (0+) 
(7.15) 

y'(2-) = y' (£+) 

If ko # k, the set of 8 equations (7.3, 7.8, 7.13, 7.14, 7.15) has a 

finite solution provided 

sin k,& # 0 (7.16) 

(excluding resonance of the middle portion) and then 

Ore (7.17) 

etc. This of course completes the swlution for these simple problems, 

for now that all constents are known, Y,(s) is known frow (7.7), 

Y_(s) from (7.2) and ¥, (s) from (7.12). 

A method which shows how a generalized W-H equation may be treated 

ignores the detailed solution (7.17), and instead eliminates the uaknown 

constants from (7.7), (7.2), and (7.12) in just the same way that the 

corresponding constants were eliminated in $2 to get a standard W-H | 

equation. Thus we write 
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(e? - k2) ¥, (5) = eS [y"(2-) - te y(2-)] 

- [y' (G+) - is y(O+)] 

= — (si =k) ¥, (8) 

= (s, =k.) ¥\(s) 

+ i(s - k) 

on use of (7.15), (7.2), and (7.7), so that 

i 
¥,(s) + Y_(s) + K(s) Y, (s) oh ome K, (7.18) 

where the kernel is, as in ¢2, 

s* - k? 

eG) ees (7.19) . 
ef o4ke 

o 

This is the required generalized W-H equation, a single equation for 

three unknown functions Ys), Y_(s) and Y,(s), given the kernel K(s) 

and the forcing field (8 + kT 

Equations of this kind have been considered by Noble [5 p. 196]. 

Methods exist for solving such equations approximately in "high 

frequeucy" limits in which the finite part of the boundary is many 

waveienachs long, in soze appropriate sense. Generally these methcds 

rely on weak interaction between the ends x = 0 and x = 2, though as 

remarked before, the ends are rather delicately coupled in cases such 

as the resonunce of a finite open-ended waveguide, and metheds have 

also been developed to deal with such cases. Here, because only pole 

singularities are involved, it ig possible to solve (7.18) exactly. 
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We carry the analyses through in a general form as far as possible, to 

indicate the procedure which has to be followed in more complicated 

problems. 

First of all we extract a factor exp is% from Y, (8), writing 

Y,(s) = exp(is2) 2, (s) (7.20) 

so that z,(s) = 0(s_') at infinity in R,. The necessity for doing 

this will be apparent in a moment. Then write K(s) = K, (s) K_(s) as 

usual, and divide through by K_(s) to get 

et8*2 (5) ¥_(s) 

KG. | eyo 
1 

(s + k)) K_(s) 

The second term on the left is analytic in R_ and O(a!) at infinity 

there, the third is analytic in R, and 0(s7!) at infinity there. The 

term on the right can be split in the familiar way as 

(s + i) Kacey 7 cae CnC) (7.21) 

and we also make an additive split of the first term in this way, 

isk 
e® Z, <3) 
aiXaCe)ienk = U,(s) + U_(s) (7.22) 

using a general theorem to be given in a moment. G, (s) are each 

CQ(s7") at infinity in R,, and we assume that is also true of U,(s). 

Then we have 

U,(s) + K,(s) ¥, (s) - G(s) 
Y..(s) 

= G (s) - KG) (s) - U_(s) 
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and each side is the representation, in Ry or R_ as the case may be, 

1 of a single entire function which behaves like s ° everywhere at 

infinity, and is therefore identically zero. Hence 

K, (s) Y, (s) - G, (s) + U,(s) = 0 (7.23a) 

Y_(s) 
G(s) - Ks) ~ U(s) =0. (7.23b) 

Now return to the generalized W-H equation, and this time, instead 

of dividing by K_(s), we divide by exp(ist) K, (s) to get 

-isk 
Z, (8) e X¥_(s) ase eo ist 
— + —————— 
K, (s) K, (s) 

+e K_(s) Y,(s) = (arena) (7.24) 
a + 

The first term is analytic in R, end 0(s7*) at infinity there whil,: 

the third is analytic in R_ and 0(s7') there only because of the factor 

exp(-is2). If we had not divided by exp is& we would have been left 

with a third term which was analytic in R_, but exponentially large 

at infinity in R_ (see Eq. 7.11) and the finction theoretic argument 

would not go through (in particular, the entire function would not be 

zero, but would be exponentially large in R_, and there is no general 

way of constructing functions of this kind). 

The function appearing second on the left in (7.24) has mixed 

properties, so we again try to split it as 

-isk 
e Y_(s) 

K, (8) 
s v,(s) + V_(s) (7.25) 
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with V,(s) = 0(s"") at infinity in R,. On the other hand, che function 

EOF PRG Pag an 
occurring on the right of (7.24) is a) function—but it is exponentially 

large, like exp (s,%) in the upper half-plane, and so it is necessary 

to make a split 

ee 

(+k) KG)” Hts) + H_(s) (7.26) 

with H,(s) = 0(s-?) in R, in order to remove this exponential increase. 

Now we can split (7.24) into(+)and() parts, each of which is 0(s-*) 

at infinity in R, and each of which therefore vanishes identically. 

Thus we get 

| H_(s) - V_(s) - e *™* RK (s) ¥,(s) = 0, (7.278) 

| Zz, (a) : 

| Etey * YaCe) - He) = 0 (7.27b) 

The equations (7.23a,b; 7.27a,b), obtained by the W-H argument, are not, 

in general, solutions to the problem, but they constitute a pair of 

integral equations which are in a form suitable for approximate solution 

in the "high frequency limit" (i.e., for ke >> il, k,& >> 1 in general). 

To see this we have to use the general formula (see Section 10) for 

expressing a function F(s), analyede in the strip D and with suitable 

1 behavior at infinity in D, as the sum of functions analytic in R, and 

O(s') at infinity there. If 

F(s) = F(s) + F (s) 

where the functions are to have the ecated properties, then 

= nN 
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P,(s) = 3 EO) at : (7.28a) 
sieeh 

F(s) => | tia, (7.28b) 
ee 

where in (7.28a) the path runs from - ~ to + © in the strip D passing 

below the point t = s while in (7.28b) the path passes above t = s. 

Applying (7.28) here we have, for (?.23b) and (7.27b) in particular, 

etth 
Y_(s) 1 2, (t) 

G_(s) = carta | = aGIEscne = Q (7.29) 

—y— 

Ze(aynrd igh itlvest wie (e) 
“HY (s) +—— K, Kt) al K@yct = 6) dt=0, (7.30) 

—— 

the forcing fields G (s) and H, (s) being known, in principle. Clearly 

(7.29), (7.30) are a pair of coupled integral equations for the unknow 

functions ¥_(s) and Z,(s) which determine the reflected and transmitted 

fields in x < 0, x > 2, respectively. Once these are known, the field 

¥,(s) in the middle portion of the string can be found directly from 

the generalized W-H equation (7.18), for example. 

To see the structure of these equations, suppose that the integral 

term in (7.29) were zero. Then we would have 

¥_(8) = K_(s) G (8) 

and noting the definition (7.21) of G (s) and comparing with (3.11) 

we see that this Y (s) is precisely the field in x < 0 if the wave 

exp (ik x) were incident upon 4 semi-infinite, rather than finite, 

etring to the right. Similarly, the situation Z,(s) CS K, (s) H, (a) 

is the solution for a semi-infinite problem of reflection at the 
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junction x = 2, the left hand portion of the string now being regarded 

as extending tox =- ©. The integral terms repzrese~* interactions 

between the ends x = 0, x = 2, giving rise to a sequence of reflections 

and transmissions. Methods have been devised for dealing approximately 

with these interactions both when they are weak and when they are strong, 

as in resonance situations (see Noble [5 [Ch.5]). 

Here it is of course possible to solve the coupled integral equa- 

tions completely. First, however, we show how they may be uncoupled 

when the kernel K(s) is even in s, as it is here. It is then possible 

to work in a strip D which is completely symmetrical about the real axis, 

so that Y (-s) is a(+) function with the same domain R, of anelyticity 

as Z,(s), while Z,(-8) is a) fuaction. It also follows from Sec- 

tion 10 that K, (-s) = K_(s) for seD. 

Consider then (7.29) and (7.30) fer seD, and choose the path 

—/\— above s to be a straight line from — +ia to +> +ia, a > 0. 

Choose —__,—to be the image of this path in the real axis, going 

from -- -ia to +™-ia. In (7.29) change s to -s; the integration path 

can bs chosen to run above both s and -s, and so 

tk Ye(-3) 1 f et” 2.(t) 
F,, (s) * ona K (t)cetsy 9 7 9 (7.31) 

eel aN 

G (-s) - 

In (7.30) change the integration variable from t to -t; (-t) runs 

from tia toto +ia -~ag ¢ runs from -ia - to -ia +m, sa that the 

path for (-t) is the same as that in (7.31). This gives 

Z,(s) 1 ¢ ety _(-t) de 
{ 
1 
| 

~H, (s) + KG) By o nL J K_(t) (1 (t+A) a 0 r) (7.32) 

— ; 

| 
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Now add (7.31) and (7.32) defining the difference 

: 3,8) = 2,3) ~ Y_(-s) 5 

to get 

ick 
Dt) dt eG hey 1 

[G_(-s) -H,(s)] +E K, (6) ore j R(t) 

—— 

=0, (7.33) 

{ while if we subtract (7.31) from (7.32) erd define 

S,(s) = 2, (s) + ¥_(s) 

we get 

S,@) f ert® s(t) de 
KG) ai J Kye +s)  ” 

ele 

[=Gi(—s) He) + Facey) <7.34) 

so that (7.33) and (7.34) are a pair of similar uncoupled integral 

equetions. 

Let us now look at the forcing functions in these equations. 

The additive split of G(s) in (7.21) is simple, giving 

i tO 
+ (s+ k.) K_(-k,) 

(7.35) 

| cae oe eee o2)  eikikg (tes 5) 

For the function H(s) in (7.26) we have to use the Cauchy integrals, 

which give 

te ith 

EMO) al (+ = yK@e-.s) 4 (7.36) 
—— i 

5 We cannot complete the contour with a large semicircle in Ry» because the 

factor exp(-it%) is exponentially large there. Instead we complete the 
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contour with a large semicircle in R_, along which the integral vanishes 

because of exponential smallness of exp(-it%) there. To interpret the 

meaning of K, (t) in R_ we write it as X(t)/K_(t), so that 

itd oe feb Kae 
Hy (S)eorG (t +k) K(t)(t - s) ac a) 

Sw, 

The pole at t = s lies outside the contour, K_(t) is analytic within 

the contour, and 

t- k, 

(t +k.) K(t) = ea, (t + k) 

so that the only singularity within the closed contour is at t = -k,» 

and therefore 

i iethi* x (-x,) nadie 
H,(s) = Sri (7274) Eye k, = (e+k,) » (7.38) 

aga) oie) 
S) 

-isf ik, 2 ie ie) i ist ik, 
POC) Fin (ont) we) GBie ELC? peoblee. 62 v8 

This instructive example shows the importance of removing 

exponential growth at infinity; although the original H(s) is analytic 

in R, it is not algebraically =mall at infinity there, and use of the 

Cauchy integrals shows how it can be split into H, (8) + H_(s), with 

H, (s) = 0(s-!) at infinity in R, as in (7.38) and (7.39). 

Coming now to the integral terms in the integral equations (7.33), 

(7.34), we can this time complete the contour with a large semicircle 

in R,, because along that semicircle the factor expit%) will be 
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exponentially small and the integral along the semicircle will contribute 

nothing. The functions D, (t), S 4 (t) are analytic within the closed 

contour, and the function 1/K_(t) = K, (t)/K(e) has a pole at t = k, only. 

Therefore (7.33) gives 

D8) ky = ky) enna 
zc) * Tia tks) 

DES 
(G_(-s) - H(s)] + Ey (7.40) 

and (7.34) gives 

S.(s) (ky - &) eM? 5. (k,) 
—_—_—_—_—_—-o OS = «OO 

pie 

ee) it Rae. GeereeD (7.41) 

The unknown constants D,(k,)» S,(k,) are found by putting 6 = k, in 

_ (7.40), (7.41) and then we have completely determined the functions 

D,(s), S,(s), from which Z(e), Y_(-s) can be found, and hence the 

whole solution is determined. While there are no difficulties of 

principle, the algebra is very tedious and there is no point in giving 

it here. 

The only remaining point of interest concerns the inversion of 

the Fourier integral for this three-part problem. We have 

: ‘ 

y(x) = al (Y_(s) + Y¥,(s) + ¥,(s)] exp(-isx) ds (7.42) 

with the integral along a path from -~to +™in Pf, and we recall that 

¥_(s) = 0(s"") as |s| >> in R_ 

Y (s) = 0(s') as |s| > ink 
: ah 2 

(7.43) = 05) as |s| += in R_ 

¥,(s) = 00—) as |s} +> ink 
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that Y,(s) are analytic in Ry» respectively, and that ¥ (s) is analytic 

everywhere (an entire function). For x < 0, deform the contour into the 

upper half-plane R,- The contributions from the large semicircle in Ry to 

the Y, and XY, integrals are zero, because exp(-isx) is exponontially small 

and Y, and Y are at least as small as s ! at infinity in R,. Further, 

Y, and Y, are analytic within the closed contour [NS ;, and so their 

contour integrals vanish. Thus for x < 0 

y(s) = = J ¥_(s) exp(-isx) ds (7.44) 

which we may try to evaluate by completing the concede in R,-—theugh 

note that we know nothing in advance about the behavior of Y_(s) at 

infinity in K,. 

Ifx>2 we complete the contour with a large semicircle in R , 

along which, elthough Y, (s) is exponentially large, the product 

¥, (s) exp(-isx) is exponentially small when x > 2. Similar arguments 

then give 

yx) = 5 J Y,(s) exp(-iex) ds (7.45) 

Finally, if 0 < x < 2, close the contour for Y_(s) in R_, that 

for Y, (8) in R,, and we find that the integrals of Y (s), Y, (8) 

vanish, leaving 

i 1 a 
y(x) = | Y, (s) exp(-isx) ds (7.46) 

Because of (7.43) it is only possible to close the contour here in R_, 

¥, (s) exp(-isx) being expenentially large in R, when 0 < x < 2. 

These arguments apply generally in three-part boundary value 

probiems. Here the integrals (7.44-7.46) can all be evaluated by 
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residue calculus, since only simple poles are involved, leading again 

to results which can be confirwed using elementary methods. 

The purpose of this section has not been to solve a particular 

string problem, but to illustrate how the W-H method, applied co three- 

part problems, leads in general not to a solution, but to a pair of 

coupled integral equations. For an even kernel K(s) we can decouple the 

equations, and deal with a pair of similar iadepencent integral equations 

for the functions Dts), S,(s). In our case the integral terms cen 

actually be evaluated explicitly in terms of unknow constants D,(k,)s 

S,(k,), which can then be determined by setting s = k, in the integral 

equatiors. A precisely similar situation exists in "near-resonance" 

problems, such as the scattering of acoustic waves by a long tube, open 

at both ends, at frequencies near resonance. There it is argued that. 

although the function K (t) in the integral equation (7.33) has branch 

point singularities, the dominant contribution near resonance comes 

from a pole term. Well away from resonance it is anticipated that the 

dominant contribution to the integral comes from a branch point 

singularity which represents the rather weak acoustic interaction between 

the ends of the tube. The functions are expanded about the branch point, 

and the integral term can then again be evaluated (approximately) as the 

product of D, (-k) say (where -k is the branch point) and an integrul 

which is expressible in terms of Whittaker functions (which can be 

further epproximated in most cases). Again the constant D, (-k) can be 

found by setting s = -k in the integral equation. 
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8. TWO-DIMENSIONAL HALF-PLANE PROBLEMS 

We go on now to lock at a simple problem involving a half-plane 

embedded in an acoustic fluid. In the first place the fluid will have 

no bulk motion, whereas later we shall allow the fluid to flow over the 

half-plane with uniform subsonic velocity, leaving a wake behind the plate 

if the edge is a trailing edge. The issue we want to examine is the 

following one. Suppose that the plate were infinite in both the positive 

and the negative x-directions and a wave were forcedto propagate along 

the plate with some prescribed frequency w and wavenumber q> the wave- 

Number q being real and greater than the acoustic wavenumber ko = wie, 

Thus the velocity in the positive y-direction is prescribed in the form 

v(x,t) = Y, exp(iqx -iwt) . (8.1) 

Then the soluvion for the potential $(x,y) in the fluid in y > 0 is 

(dropping the factor exp - lwt) 

Vv 

o(x,y)= - a exp(iqx - Yqy) (8.2) 
q 

where 

a 
ey Pez vi ne 2.2 

Yq (q k)) ’ (8.3) 

for this makes 

makes 6 + Oasyrt+o 

) 
and makes = (x,0) = Yo exp(iqx) . 

The field described by (8.2) is that of a subsonic trapped surface wave. 

No radiation takes place across any plane y = const. because the pressure, 
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p = piud, and the velocity 9$/dy are 90 degrees out of phase. The 

energy is locked in a thin layer oi thickness o(ya") adjacent to the 

surface, and none escapes as sound. 

Suppose now that the surface is semi-infinite, occupying 

(- = < x < 0, y = 0), all dependence on the z-coordinate parallel to 

the surface edge being excluded. Let the surface - ~ < x < 0 stili be 

forced to move with the prescribed velocity 

v(x) = Ve exp (iqx). 

Then (8.2) cannot be the solution, because it is easy to see that since 

0o/dy is prescribed on y = C, for some range of x at least, 4% must be an 

odd function of y and since > must be continuous across the extension 

(y=0, 0 < x < ~) of the surface, $ must be zero there—whereas (8.2) 

is not zero. Clearly, no single mode like (8.2), nor even any discrete 

set of modes of this kind, is capable of making 0/dy have the value 

ve expicx on y = 0, x < O and of making ? = 0 ony = 0, x > 0. The 

E solution for $¢ must therefore contain a continuous spectrum of modes 

like (8.2) with all values of the wavenumber. In particular, it must 

contain modes with wavenumbers a, say, with a < ky and for these 

| modes the exponential decay exp {- (q? - ke) 7y} must be replaced by 

| oscillatory behavior eo tte = ee the choice cf + 1 (ke - a2)2y 

rather than - 1 (k* - a?)Zy peike dictated by the radiation condition, that 

the phase factor exp {1(ke - a?)%y - He) Be that of an ovtgoing wave 

: as y > +™(when y < 9 we take ~ i(k? - a?)7y). Energy is radiated 

across a plane y = const. by such a mode—and we say that the energy 

which was trapped in the subsonic mode (8.2) on an Anfinite plate has 
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been scattered into other subsonic modes and also into supersonic e 

eis radiating modes by the discontinuity in the surface y = 0. 

To analyze the process of scattering, or wavenumber conversion, by 

the plate edge, we define a scattered field ¢ by 

Vv 
oO 

Pr rotal a exp(iqx - Yq”) +o (8.4) 

for y > 0. Because the derivative 0 /d3y has the same value on 
total 

y= 0,5 Oe eeat must be an odd function of y, and so it is enough to 

tee eer EE TERETE consider only y > 0. The scattered field ¢ is a solution of 

3? 92 
(f+ Fe +8) ¢20 (8.5) 

with 

=? ony =0,x<0 (8.6) 

and with 

v 
o- = exp iqx = 0 ony=#=0, x > 0. (8.7) 

"q 

This is a typical two-part mixed boundary value problem which we may 

expect to solve by the W-H technique. Two further conditions are 

needed, however, to get a unique solution for ¢. One comes from con- 

ditions exnected to hold as |x| +o, and defines the domains R, of 

ehalyticicy of half-range transforms and the strip D of overlap. The 

other comes from conditions at the plate edge, x = y = 0, and determines 

the behavior at infinity in the transform s-plane, and hence determines 

the entire function arising in the W-H method. We shall leave the 

matter of eage conditions until we need to look at it in detail. For 

the moment we just assume that all functions with which we deal have 

at most integrable singularities at x= y = 0. 
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As to conditions aa x + + ~, we give K and gq small positive 

imaginary parts, 

k. = k, + ik,» qs. 4.20, (8.8) 

and then (8.7) gives 

@ = O(exp - q,x) 

as x >+° y= 0. Away from y = 0 we can expect that as x ++ ¢ will take 

the form of arn outgoing cylindrical wave, 

-. ; 
o~r 2 exp (ik r) £(6) = O(exp - k,x) (8.9) 

It then follows that ail()functions linearly related to ¢ and its 

y~derivatives will be analytic in 

R : ims > - min(q,,k,) (8.10) 

As x +=—, contains an exponentially growing part which we have 
total 

split off in (8.4), so that » should behave like an outgoing cylindrical 

wave, 

$ = O(exp - k, |x|) (8.11) 

as x*+- ©, Then ail© functions will be analytic (and with algebraic 

behavior at infinity) in 

R_: Ims<+k,, (8.12) 

and the strip D is 

D: - min(q, »k,) <Ims<+k,. . (8.13) 
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For y > 0 we can apply Fourier transforms to (8.5), and can 

integrate the 076/dx? exp isx term by parts twice with no contribution 

from x = + © provided s lies in D. This gives 

2 

(5 28 ") o(s,y) = 0 (8.14) 

where 
1 

Y, 7 (s? - K2)? : (8.15) 

introducing the square root function whose behavior in the complex 

8-plane holds the key to many aspects of acoustic diffraction and 

scattering processes. 

The function Nea (s - Kee +k)? has branch points at s =+ ky» 

and branch cuts must emanate from these points to form a barrier which 

mist not be crossed. We can either make a cut from + ko to ko» or 

we can make a cut from + ko to © (in any direction) ang cut Tae 

-k, to © (in any direction). If the values of (s + ee (s - kee 

are specified at any point in the s-plane (not necessarily the same 

point for the two functions) and the branch cuts are fixed, then a 

unique value of (s + Ko, (s - ee obtained by starting at the given 

point and moving to any desired point without crossing any branch cut, 

and insisting that the function change continuously from its initial 

value. Figure 4 gives various possible choices of branch cuts. In 
eat 

addition to the choice of branch cuts we shall take each of (s + ks 
i 1 

to be the branch which behaves like + s* (rather than - s*) when s is 

large and positive. 

Now in our problem we know that $ must be analytic in D, and since 

the general solution of (8.14) is 
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@(s,y) = A(s) e 8Y + B(s) e's” (8.16) 

that will only be pessible if the branch cuts from + Le do not enter 

the strip D. Thus the cut from +k, must go to infinity above the strip, 

that from -k, to infinity below the strip. No further specification of 

the cuts need be made at this stage, because we shall find a solution 

. for s in D, and the values of Y, are already fixed for s in D by the 
1 a 

requirement (s + k)? ~+s? as 5s ++ and by the general location 

of the cuts. 

We can now see that 

0 < arg(s + k)) <7 

(8.17) 
-7™ < arg(s - ky) <0 

for all s in D, and therefore 

T + T _= Pon 2k oe 2 < arg(s ko) ] 

or equivalently 

Re Me > 0 for ail s in D (8.18) 

which is the essential property of ¥,. It is possible to choose the 

branch cuts so that (8.18) holds throughout the entire complex (cut) 

plane, but there is no need for this since at the moment we are concerned 

only with values of s in D. Then the only possible form for B(s) in 

(8.16) is B(s) = 0, otherwise $ would be infinite as y++o, Thus 

$(s,y) = A(s) exp(-y,y) (8.19) 
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and the original radiation condition of outgoing waves is seen to be 

equivalent, for k, > 0 and s in D, to the condition that $(s,y) + 0 as 

yr+o, 

The boundary condition (8.6) involves $'(s,0), where the ' indicates 

d/dy, and therefore we differentiate (8.19) to get the pair of equations 

(equivalent to the differential equation plus the radiation condition) 

$(s,0) = ©, (8,0) + (8,0) = A(s) 

(8.20) 

@°(s,0) = 0) (8,0) + 6'(8,0) = - yA(s) 

where, for example, 

@ (8,0) = [ $(x,0) eS* dx , 
-—-@o 

) (8,0) = I, 32 (x, 0) tS dx, etc. 

In (8.20) two of the functions are known. From (8.6) we have 

$'(s,0) = 0 (for s in R_) (8.21) 

while from (8.7) we have 

“0 
(8,0) = AC =) (8.22) 

for Ims > - q,, i.e., for BER, . Eliminating A(s) between the two 

equations in (8.20) and using (8.21) and (8.22) gives 

- iv, 
a oO cE EEE 

K(s) 0, .(s,0) + ® (8,0) TAC + q) (8.23) 
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a standard form of W-H equation, with 

7 1 

K(s) = + = (2? - k2) * (8.24) 
Y ° 
8 

: The factorization of K into factors analytic and non-zero in R 

and of algebraic behavior at infinity there is again obvious: 

: ih = 

K,(s) = (6 +k) 7, K (8) = (s- ky)”, 

and after division of (8.23) by K_(s) we again have the additive split 

of the function 1/(s + q) K_(s) to make. We thus arrive at the 

equation 

iv 
' {e) K,(s) 0!(8,0) + Tkcoer (8.25) 

PS) ave 1 1 
KG) ¥,@8 +4 |K_(s) ~— K_Cq) 

= an entire function E(s). 

We anticipate that E(s) will be a polynomial, and consider the implica- 

tions that the degree of the polynomial be N, E(s) = ase. + a, s\ +...tay- 
1 

Rs PENS NaF EST TET eee Be We ey eee Pte OF ON TE ge Sey ee Vee 

2 1 iv (s + k)) N 
e AR ite kO what EIOM Liky 2 91 (8,0) 1k. Cae ya) + (s + k)) {a's toed 

ay ae 
~ 0(s 2) + O(a,8"*) 

ass >© in R,- The first term vanishes algebraically at ™ and is 

therefore the half-range transform of a function with at most an integrable 

singularity at x = 0+. In fact it follows from Watron's lemma that the 
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1 

corresponding value of ¢$/dy on y = 0, x > O is O(x *) as x + OF. 

The second term grows as s + ™, and must arise as the generalized Fourier 

transform of a function which has a nor-integrable singularity »* x = 0. 

According to Lighthill [11,p.43] 

& (1-A) sgns 
fe exp isx dx =e (-A)! [s|A-? 

° 

for real s, and the correct interpretation of this in Ry is 

TL 
> a -A) 

e (-r)! oo (8.26) 

where the branch cut for the function si-! is to go from 0 to @ 

in the lower half-plane, 

1 

Hence 1 (s,0) = ocs\*?) 

3 

<=> = (x,0) = o(x 8-2) as x > O+. 

3 

Therefore the velocity has 4 singularity at least as bad as x near 

x = 0, and the kinetic energy in a small region around x = 0 will 

diverge to infinity. 

We argue that this singularity is unacceptable, and choose the 

solution correspcnding to 

E(s) =0, f 

thus giving the least singular behavior—like x %—in the velocity at 

x = 0. Note that it is impossible to impose a Kutta condition, that 

the velccity be finite (except by abandoning the radiation condition, 

or allowing @ to be discontinuous, and that cannot be permitted in 

static fluid). To see whet kind of « pressurm field exists near x = 0 
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) 

a nn a 

: 

i 

| 

we have 

iv 
Sara We 

®,.(8,0) Ye +4 

iv, 1 

O(a 50) eee UL ee 
Sait (s + q) + : Yq (s -k,)? K_(-a) 

Qn y = 0, x > O we know from (8.7) what $ should be, and this can be 

confirmec from the expression for ®,. On y = 0, x < 0 we close the inverse 

Fourier integral path in the upper half-plane. The pole s = -q lies 

outside the contour and makes no contribution, so that we only need to 

examine the second contribution to @ ass +®inR_. For this contri- 

bution 

3 

@ (8,0) ~s* 

and so 

PS) 
$(x,0) ~ (-x) 

(times some coefficient) as x + 0-. Thus the pressure and the pressure 

jump both vanish like Cae near the plate edge. Note that although 

the pressure jump does vanish at the plate edge (which would be regarded 

in aerofoil theory as the satisfaction of a Kutta condition), the 

velocity is nonetheless infinite at the edge. 

In summary, the least singular solution hes 

1 

= 0(x”) 
ru (8.27) 

Vo = O(x 2) aa 

near the edge, and conditions of this kind are often imposed et the 

outset as edge conditions. It seems preferable not to anticipate the 

edge behavior in advance, but to follow the W-H method threugh as far 
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as (8.25), and then to see in each particular case what behavior must 

hold near the edge and what freedom exists for minimizing singular 

behavior (as we shall do in $9). In some cases, in particular in recent 

work by Rawlins [15] cn diffraction of an acoustic wave by a bane pane 

which is "sound-hard" on one side and "sound-absorbing" on the other, 

the edge conditions are not at all obvious, being in fact 

1 

= 0(x") 
3 

Vp = O(x *) 

To justify acceptance of a solution with certain edge conditions 

one has to go beyond the simple linear inviscid wave equation used here, 

or beyond the simple zero thickness model of the boundary. For example, 

one can look at linear acoustic propagation with viscous effects 

dacluded, or one can look at inviscid propagation around a surface which 

is thin compared with any other relevant length scale but which has a 

smoothly rounded edge. It can be proven (though the proof has not yet 

been published) that our solution with conditions (8.27) is the urique 

one which can be matched to an "inner solution" in which either viscous 

forces or the continuous curvature of the boundary lead to finite 

velocities everywhere. That is a rather special kind of yroof, however, 

and we shall refer in §9 to the unavailability of a comparable vroeof 

when there is uniform subsonic flow past the radiating half-plane. 

This discussion of edge-conditions completes the formal determina- 

tion of the field as 

AGS { Sie REE ey da (8.28) 
am J Yq K_(-¢) (8 + @)(s - ke 
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where c runs from - © to +@ in D, iene above 8 = -q, above the branch 

point s = aoe and below the branch point s = tk,- This holds for y > 0, 

while for y < 0 we use ¢ (-y) = Te poraiOD- The integral here can 
total 

actually be evaluated in closed form, in terms of Fresnel integrals, 

though the details are complicatec, and are nothing to do with the 

W-H method. We refer the reader to [5,10] for descriptions of the 

details, and remark simply that the distant radiating acoustic field 

can be estimated asymptotically from the fornula 

F(s) exp(-isx - vey) ds (8.29) 
c 

1 

2k m\? 
ee 2 ) exp(ik r - 7i/4) sind F(-k, cos@) 

in which x = r cosd, y = r sind, O< 6 <7. (This formula may give 

apparent infinities in particular angular directions, and near those 

5 here we have te interpret (- 7k. cos® - ko xz, which we take as 

{ 

| 

angles it is necessary to use more refined approximations. ) To apply 

“7a + peer because the arg of -k, cos§ — Ik. is equal to -n for 

| 
all 6 between 0 and T. We also need 

| 1 z z 
K_(-q) ? (-4 = k)) = -i(q a ky) r 

again because arg (-q - k)) = -7T. Then we have 

1 

$ (4): ae 1 gtkor -7i/4 sind /2 (8.70) 
i (q- k= ° (q - k, cos6) ; 

which gives the level and directivity of the scattered acoustic field. 

In the next section we look at the same problem, but with sub- 

sonic mean flow over the surface, 
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9. HALF-PLANE [..BLEMS WITH MEAN FLOW: WAKES AND THE KUTTA CONDITION 

Consider again the half-plane y = 0, x < 0 with prescribed velocity 

v(x) = ve exp{iqx), but suppose now that there is uniform parallel flow 

at the same speed U on both sides of the plate, the plate edge being a 

trailing edge. The potential > satisfies the convected wave equation 
total 

3 2 A 92 92 

-w+uB) - (2. +F) soca? @.1 
and the boundary condition on the plate is that of continuity of 

displacement (not of normal velocity), giving 

I) r) = total 
(-10 +U a) n By 

where n = v/(-iw) is the surface displacement. Thus 

ag ter __total 

dy 
= (-iw + iq) ve ony = 0, x < 0. (9.2) 

Because of the presence of mean flow there is a new possibility on the 

extension of the plate. A wake can exist there, across which there may 

be a discontinuity in tangential velocity 06 /ax as long as the 
total 

normal displacement (ard hence here also the normal velocity) and the 

pressure are continuous across the wake. Take a single Fourier con- 

idx 
ponent Ae of erat for y = O+, x > 0; then for y = 0-, x > 0, 

below the wake, the corresponding component is Ae | because ¢ . must 
total 

be an odd function of y. The pressure jump across the wake associated 

with this particular compenent of potential is 

p(x,0+) - p(x,0-) = (-0)(-tu +U 2) (ane) 

i ne en a ON ee ee A A SALES TE IT ete ta 
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and this vanishes either if A = 0 (which implies continuity of oral 

and jnence abgence of the wake) or, for any value of A, if A = w/U. Thus 

the general condition on % otal across th2 wake is that 

iux/U rotal (kr0t) & Ae (9.3) 

dux/U pea 
for some value of A. The tangential velocity is (twA/ude 

the wake, (-tuwa/0) ex/U below it, and hence the wake js an oscillatory 

vortex sheet of strength 2wA/U, modulated by the phase factor 

exp [ ied - ue)| » Which shows that any element of the vortex sheet 

propagates downstream at the flow speed U. 

We wish to solve the two-part mixed boundary value problem posed 

by (9.1-9.3), subject here to the restriction to subsonic flow 

(M = u/c, < 1) and te a radiation condition, but leaving open the ienue 

of edge ccnditions. We first write 

Vv 

Seotal ” 7 E(eqy DD exp(tax -ECa)y) +6 (9.4) 

where we shall write generally 

rz 
E = {2* - (k, + na)?| (9.5) 

AGU Na 

De = 2 tole 1 
8 wW k 

oO 

D(-q) = 1 - (9.6) 

The function [= replaces the aie in the no-flow case, while Ds is a kind 

ef Doppler factor for wavenumber s. The object of writing Pe eal in 

the form (9.4) 13 that the incident field associated with the velocity 
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Vv erat on an infinite plate has been split off; that field is exponen- 

tially large as x > -~, and the $ that remains is assumed to be just an 

outward propagating wave. 

We now have the following problem for 6: 

diya) 2) ala Om | [cis +U ce ce (=. + | ¢=0 (9.7) 

xe (y = 0, x < 0) (9.8) 

v D(-q) 
g=A exp") + ay exp(iqx) (y = 0, x > 0) (9.9) 

and we have to examine conditions as x ++. Write k, = k, + ik) s 

w/t = (k, + ik,)/M, q=4, + iq,- As x > - ~, @ must behave like an out- 

going acoustic wave, whose decay will be like that of a plane wave 

propagating against the flow, so that 

iwx 
gd ~ exp {nine - | 

F k, [x] 

~ exp To (9.10) 

As x > + ©, } may behave either like an acoustic wave propagating with 

the flow 

iwx 
¢ exp |- swe + | 

k,x 

~ exp {- | (9.11) 

or may behave as it does in the wake, 
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: 

Kx 
d ~ exp - [="} (9.12) 

or in the way associated with the forcing field exp iqx, 

H 

(9.13) ¢~ exp {- q, x} 

It follows from these that 

k, 

R, is Ins >-nin( a.) 

k 

R_ is Ims<+t TS 

and that the strip is 

k, \ i, 
° = a <i D: - min Ten” q,) ims <+ Tear (9.14) 

provided M < l. 

Take Fourier transforms of (9.7) for y > 0 to get 

o(s,y) = A(s) exp a) + B(s) exp(+é -y) (9.15) 

Es is defined in (9.5). We take a cut from s = + k/Q - M) to infinity 

above the strip D and one from s = “k/a + M) to infinity below D, and 
es 11 

define [s - (k +Ms)]* to be the branch which behaves like + (1 - M)? s* 
ro) 1 

when s is large, real, and positive, [s + (k,+Ms)]” to be the branch 
Poon 

behaving like + (1 + M)? s* for large real positive s. With these branch 

- cuts and choices of branch, 2° — > 0 for all s in D, just as for ve 

in $8. Then since (9.15) only holds in D we have to have B(s) = 0, 
2 

and now we can differentiate (9.15) with respect to y, put y = 0+ 

and eliminate the functicnA(s). Thus 

PROPS,» rte gee rege ney ee 

° 
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0 (3,04) + 9° (s,0+) 

= - E19, (6,0+) + @ (s,04)] 

From (9.8) we have o' (8, 0+) = 0 while from (9.9) we have 

iv) D(-q) 
1A 

©, (s,0+) : Gir k. 7 + Fee) 

and hence we get a W-H equation 

lias iA A D(-q) 
Ez ) (e,0+) + _(s,0+) + te + kM) + E(-a)(s + 4) = 0 (9.16) 

We define the factors 6 (s) E_(s) by 

a 
E,(s) = [s + (k, + Ms)]? 

; (9.17) 

E_(s) = [8 - (k, + Ms) 

and by the usual route arrive at 
k iv) D(-q) 

1 . iA _o. ae eel nee ory nO} ®)(8,0+) + + KI) ECA) + E(-q)(s + q) &- V 

iA S 
= -&(s) %(s,0+) - Tip 36-08) - EG 4D 

fe) 

iv, D(-q) 

7 eeayG@ ay wee) Hea) (9.18) 

= an entire function E(s), which must be a polynomial because of the 

algebraic behavior of all functions involved here. In fact we must have 

E(s) = 0, for if E(s} were even a constant, the@ part of (9.18) would 

give 
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1 

1 (8, 0+) = 0(s*) at infinity 

$ 

which corresponds tc the strong singularity V¢ = O0(x 2). With that 

choice of E(s) the solution is still not unique, because the wake 

strength A is undetermined. We can argue that conditions are such 

that there should be no jump in tangential velocity across the extension 
1 1 

of the plate, in which case A= 0, Vo = O(x 7) and $ = O(x?) near the ee en cm OE PSTN TTY LE ELS OT PET EIR 

, * 

plate edge and we have a situation essentially the same as was examined 

in §s. Because the radiation is emitted into uniformly moving fluid 

the "stationary phase" formula (8.29) is not immediately applicable, but 

we shall show in a moment how it can be generalized to the moving fluid 

case. 

We can alternatively argue that a uae will adjust itself to 

eliminate the high velocities which would otherwise exist at the trail- 

ing edge, and that a Kutta condition of finiteness of the velocities 

at the edge should be imposed whenever possible. The physical basis 

for such a condition in unsteady trailing edge flow is a matter of 

contreversy at the moment, but that does not concern us here as our 

interest is merely in seeing if and how such a condition can be appiied 

in this model problen. 

Expand theG@) part of (9.18) as 3 + @ in R,- We have 

é / k,  dv,D(-a) &_(-a) ee 
> 46400) ~ (ue ae + mie (1 + M)* 8 

} ; 3 

+ 0(s 7) (9.19) 
1 

the term given explicitly corresponding to Vo = O(x 2) the second *o 

i 

Vo = O(x?). Thus we can impose a Kutta condition, that the velocities 

POINT neers 
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SS be finite at the edge (note that the velocities in the part of otal 2: ete 

split off in (9.4) are finite, but non-zero, near the edge) by choosing 

a wake strength 

come eT ST 

en pe re TT NITES: | TREES NT 

ve D(-q) 
(OO (9.20) 2 

e(- #2) £,(-4) 

It is easy to see that the © part of (9.18) contains terms like (s + qDsts 

(s + kay which (as in $8) make no contrinution to > for x < 0, 

y = OF and that with the choice (9.20) the first term in the expansion 

of  (s,0+) ass *>™ in R is o(s %), This corresponds to 

3 

> = 0(x?) ; 

mear the edge, though the pressure is 0(x2) because p = (2 +U 2) >. 

The expression for the potential in y > 0 is found to be 

>= ml. F(s) exp(-isx - 2) ds 

with 

k iv_ D(-q) 
| = L eet An nO AONE eat oe 

TD SIE) ( ray uM’ * = Cae +a) (9.21) 
s + 

M 

In the exponential factor we write 

1 

-isx - [s? - (ky + Ms)?)? y 

a Mk \2 k2 cf 

} so that if we define 
{ 
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1 

1 (8, 0+) = O(e*) at infinfty 

3 

which corresponds to the strong singularity Vo = O(x 2). With that 

choice of Z(s) the solution is still not unique, because the wake 

strength A is undetermined. We can argue that conditions are such 

1 

| 

| that there should be no jump in tangential ver ocrty across the extension 

| of the plate, in which case A = 0, Vo = O(x 2) and ¢ = O(x*) near the 

plate edge and we have a situation essentially the same as was examined 

in és. Because the radiation is emitted into uniformly moving fluid 

the "stationary phase" formula (8.29) is not immediately applicable, but 

we shall show in a moment how it can be generalized to the moving fluid 

case. 

} We can alternatively argue that a wake will gatuse itself to 

| eliminate the high velocities which would otherwise exist at the trail- 

ing edge, and that a Kutta condition of finiteness of the velocities 

at the edge should be imposed whenever possible. The physical basis 

for such a condition in unsteady trailing edge flow is a matter of 

interest is merely in seeing if and how such a condition can be applied 

| 

| 

| 
| controversy at the moment, but that does not concern us here as our 

| in thie model problem. 

Expand the@ part of (9.18) as s + © in R,- We have 

4 k,. _ iv D(a) &_(-9) ie A 
o" (8,0) LAE (- =) Ea) (1 + M)* 8 

< 3 

| + 0(s *) (9.19) 
1 

| O the term given explicitly corresponding to Vd = O(x 2) the second to 
i 

F Vo = O(x*). Thus we can impose a Kutta condition, that the velocities 

: 
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1 

x=R cos (i), Q - M7)? y=R sin(@} 

Mio 
is, exp|-1 Temz FB cos lle (c+ Mk, ) x 

21 lo i-M7 

ATs 
eee PE ee 

exp io R cos (A) (Oo K)) R sin@}eo 

which is now capable of asymptotic estimation by the formula (8.29) for 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| then 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| static fluid. 

To make the algebra less complicated, suppose the Mach number M 

is small so that M? can be neglected compared with unity. Then the field 

associated with the second contribution in (9.21) turns out to be 

1 
2 iv, (1 - Mq/k, ) 

Ga) 
AT) (9.23) see isind/2exp {ik, Gop ikiMx = > 

1 

( ay [q - k,(cos® - ™)] 
rer 

there being no difference between r and K or between 9 and @) if 

“2 << 1, The field (9.23) is a trivial modification of (8.30). 

The distant field associated with the first term in (9.21), with 

the Kutta condition value (9.20) for A comes out as 

1 
iv, (1 - Mg/k ey 

1 2 M 
e au 

+ (Fz) kN ~~ (l= M cos6) Se Ae an es SR 
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and the ratio of the wake generated field (9.24) to the field (9.23) 

which would exist in the absence of the wake is (since q > k) roughly 

Htc) (9.25) 

This shows that if the plate wave travels at speed w/q between the flow 

speed and the sound speed, the wake contribution to the far-field is 

negligible. If, on the other hand, the plate wave travels aore slowly 

than the flow speed, Mq/k, exceeds unity and the sound field when the 

Kutta condition is imposed exceeds that in the absence of any wake. 

This is not to be regarded as a general conclusion, for in other 

problems the wake sound very nearly cancels the primary edge field. That 

in fact happens here, for when q becomes close to ki/M it can be seen 

that the fields (9.23) and (9.24) have small but equal and opposite 

| 
: 

| 
| 
| values. Whether the extra wake field dominates, or mainly cancels 

the primary edge sound field thus depends very much on details of the 

basic excitation. 
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10. CONSTRUCTION OF W-H SPLIT FUNCTIONS 

In this section we first outline a general method for effecting 

either the additive or the multiplicative decomposition of a function 

analytic in a strip, and then we set dow sone properties of the functions 

which arise frequently in acoustics problems. Finally, we record the 

corresponding properties for strictly incompressible flow problems. 

A. Gauchy Integrals 

Let F(s) be analytic in some strip D; E <Ims < e, and let R, 

denote the domain Im s > Ey» R_ the domain Im s < Eos Suppose also that 

|F(s)| + 0 uniformly as fast as |s|~ for some \ > 0 as |s| + » within 

any closed region within D, i.e., as |s| + © with 

1 2 

Then 

F(s) «= F(a) + F_(s) (10.1) 

for e in D, where 

he Bid AG sh F) "ont | ree ot 2) 
—— 

is analytic and bounde”’ in Ry» 

F (s) = st Fir} dt (10.3) 

a Nae . 

is analytic and bounded in R. 

The path —~_—— runs from ~ © to + @ in D below t = 8, while 

—/\—runs from - © to + © in D above t = 8. 

Suppose further now that |F(s)|+0 uniformly as fast as le}? 

for soma 1 > 0 as |s| + 1in the strip D. Then { F(t)dt converges 

absolutely, end 

7 
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te as |s| +> in R,, while J ty 

ei t ies ‘ i ih as s seeone rhe Va $0) ts J Lisile, 

F (s) ~ “ar | F(t) dt = O(s °) ee 

; as ja| +> in R. 1939 

Without going into fine details, (10.1) is proved by applying 

Cauchy's theorem 

F(s) = a F(t) dt 
2ni t- 8 

rr nner IIIT 

to a contour lying within D and enclosing the point s in D (F(s) being 

defined only for s in D in the first instance). The contour is then’ 

deformed to consist of a rectangle with —-—_,-—~» as its lower side 

<—/\— as its upper, and with the ends of these sides joined at 

1 infinity by short sides parallel to the imaginary axis. In the limit 

these short sides (of finite length, less than E, - €,) make no 

contribution to the integral, so that 

ami t- 8s t-s8 
EN 

F(s) = uJ Fe) dt - > | Eye 

where now both ee of integration run from -™ to +™, But then, 

according to the basic theorem of complex variabie analysis, the first 

term defines an analytic function as s varies without crossing the 

integration path, i.e., it defines an analytic function in the upper 

half-plane above the integration path. Similarly, the second term 
! 

defines a function analytic everywhere below the integration path 

eosemnnl Gh Nocremes T@ 

For the behavior at infinity we have 
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1 
F, (s) = ( 2ris f F(t) | 

a 

= aie {: a 
—S- 

Without any real loss of generality we can take the path of integration 

to be the real axis, and 8, > 0 in Fy» so thag 

SF) ae | < del] _TF(e)] de 
—U— 

Let |s| + @ in R, along a rey with s, = Ks,, and divide the range cf 

integration at pointst = +M. M is chosen so that |s| >> M, but so 

that for |t| > M, |F(e)| < ele] ot for some constant c and some A > Zz. 

Then on (-M,+M) 

fe} [Fce) ae 1 ft Sie 
— (t)| de 

fe aie 3 - z bai i | | | | 

and the integral is fiuite and independent of s, while on (M,~”) say we 

put t = Ks, + s,tand to get 

{ ae 

M Vit ~ Ks,)* + 6 
2 | 

-{. _sec 0 Ae 

ee co =) (K + tand)> 

and again the integral is convergent and independent of s. Thus under 

these conditions 

F, (3) = O(s !) at infinity in R,- 

The above is hardly a proof, but it cen te rigorized. In any 

application the behavior at infinity should be cnecked out carefully in 

each case. 
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The Cauchy integral formlas (10.2, 10.3) enable the product 

decomposition K(s) = K, (s) K_(s) to be effected by taking logarithms. 

Suppose K{3) is analytic in the strip, and that |K(s)| + 1 uniformly 

as |s| + © in the strip. 

is Se 
ae 

F 
Se 

é 

i 
| 
[ 
| 

| 

Suppose further that K(s) #0 in the strip. 

Then F(s) = 2£n K(s) is analytic in the strip for any branch of the 

logarithm, and can be decomposed as in (10.1). Define 

K, (s) «= exp F (s), K_(s) = exp F_(s) . (10.6) 

K(s) = K,(s) K_(s) (10.7) 

for s in D, and K,(s) are analytic and non-zero throughout R,, respectively. 

This decomposition is unique up to multiplication of say K,(s) 

by a nen-zero entire function and division cf K_(s) by the same function. 

It may be necessary to use this freedom to remove non-algebraic behavior 

at infinity of K,(s) in certain cases. Noble [5] gives several examples 

of this minor difficulty. 

When K(s) is even, the factors K,(s) as defined by (10.6), (10.2), 

and (10.3) have the property 

K,(-8) = K_(s) (10.8) 

If the split is achieved by some way other than use of Cauchy integrals 

it may be necessary to adjust the functions before (10.8) holds. For 
1 

exan.'e, if K(s) = (s* - k?)? then the “obvious” split is 

1 1 

K,(s) = (6 +k)”, K(s) = (s-k,)”, 
: 1 
| but K,(-s) = erui2 (8 - k.)*, so that we need to redefine K,(s) as 

' 
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1 

K,(s) =e (s +k)’, K (s) se (e - k,)? 

in order that (10.8) will be satisfied. 

B. Decompositions Related to the Square Root Function ve 

1 

As just noted, the multiplicative decomposition of Ye = (8% - k?)* 

into factors analytic, non-zero and algebraic at infinity is 

1 

K,(s) = a(s + ke 

K (8) = aM(s - k,)? (10.9) 

for any constant a. If it is useful to require that K, (-8) = K (s) 

then a should be chosen as els. 

For the convected wave equation (with subsonic convection veloci- 

ties) Me is replaced by 

2 
= 2 232 e. {s (k, + Ms)*) 

for which the multiplicative split is 

yt + Soy K, (8) = a(l - M*)* (3 + Ta 

1 

K_(s) = & "(8 - 75)? (10.10) 

for any constant a. Here of course we cannot uske K, (-8) = K (s). 

Because the factors K, (8) K_(s) for K(s) are analytic and non-zero, 

the split ‘or 1/K(s) is given by Q/K, (s)), (1/K_(s))- 

The additive decomposition of Nie end functions related to it arises 

very frequently. Noble [5] gives several ways of calculating the split 

functions and several representations of those functions. Here we will 

just verify that if 
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SATIS EE BAT ai an RP Ene 8 Coren 

ue Veweae, 
es P,(s) == cos (8/k,) 
E 3 (10.11) 

: 2 uB) ee e : P_(s) 7 cos ¢ 3/k,) 

bs 
a 

i then 

é as Pi(s) + Ps) = ¥, (10.12) 

for s in D, and P,(s) are analytic in R, with a certain behavior at 

infinity which will be determined shortl;;. 

Firstly it is necessary to define the function cos"! (s/k,? for 

complex s. If s/k, is reat, cos! (s/k,) is defined as the branch for 

which cos! (s/k,) = 1/2 when alk, = 0, i.e., cos? (s/k,) lies between 

O and 7 when s/k, is rea) and between +1. Let 6 = cos? (s/k,)- Then 

s/k = ere? 
(o) 2 

and so au 
Cea a) 

4B oe Gene 
fo) ° 

sty 
= 8 

Qn ( i: 

° 
1 

where Viens (s? - ke) with the branch cuts 3s already discussed. The 

logarithm here is defined to have its principal value, i.e., &2£n z is 

such that 

—7 < Im £n 2< +7 (10.13) 

with a branch cut along the negative real z-axis. Now take s = 0; the 

corresponding value of y is ik, and hence if = £n{+(-1)} = Fu, sc 

thac B =< 1/2 if we choose the lower sign. Hence 

58- ¥ 
Ba-i fn aaa (10.14) 

° 
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which can be rearranged as follows. We have (s + Y,) ¢s - Ys) = ks 

Bertin eo 
Sita 

sty 

°) 

hence 

The definitions (10.14) and (10.15) of the function cos’ (s/k,) 

are not those given in most books on mathematical functions. In those 

books the square root function is usually understood to have a branch 

cut from ake to +k)» and is quite different from the function Ye which 

occurs in wave epper cect ong: In particular, if the cut goes from =k 

to Ma (s? - K2)? behaves like s both as s +> + © and s + - ~, whereas 

Y; behaves like s as s > + © but as - s whens > - ™, 

With the definition 

ist+y 
cos~' Gy =+i hm (= (10.16) 

° ° 

Consider the functions p(s), P_(s) defined in (10.11). In the first 

place, no new branch cuts are introduced by the logarithm. A branch 

cut would be needed only if s + A = 0 were possible for some value of s, 

and no such value of s exists. Thus the only singularities are the branch 

points at s = + ko: Consider the function Pi (s) near the point s = + ko 

writing s = ko + u where u is small. We have 
1 1 1 1 

du2(2k_ + u)? u2(2k_ + u)? 
Piet 4) = 2 Oat Ik doaee sh aaa 

(e) (0) 

1 1 1 1 

12? (2k)? u? (2k)? ; 
ee gc ia + 0(u2) (10.17) 
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a as u > 0, so that P,(s) is in fact single-valued near s = ko The branch 

point singularity of the cos! cancels that of Ne at s = ko» and hence 

Pi (s) is analytic in R,- Similarly P_(s) is analytic in R_, the branch 

By; point singularity of Ne ats2- k, being cancelled by that of 

cos"! (- s/k,) there. 

is To verify (10.12) we have, for s in D, 

: ae [ os eee 
: Pi (s).t Pe (s) i sa e k aa aaa re 

ty, 
mseahs £n(- 1) = Ys 

since with (10.13) &n(-1) = - in. 

To find the behavior at infinity we note that as |s| + © in R, 

Ke scar reson ata (10.18) 

if the approach to infinity is below the branch cut from s = + ko? 

1 k? k" 
Y,e~ 78 fs -3-32+...| (10.19) 

if s goes to infinity above the cut. Since P(s) has no singularity at 

s=z+ k, it does not matter which of these is used, and we find 

k2 \ &2 

iL Ol 2s\ __o Pts) == le aE +.) | (22) at | 

i 28 

a te in (i 
) + 0(s-? £n s) (10.20) 

oO 

These properties of the P, functions arise in a great many applications 

to wave problems. Corresponding results for the convected wave square 
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i cn et, 

‘ i H { | 

root g3 can be derived by making a change of variables to transform bs 

into Ys? @s was done in 9. 

C. Incompressible Flow Problems 

Incompressible flow results follow from taking the limit ke 0, 

which has the urfortunate effect of reducing the strip of analyticity D 

to a line on which the functions are continuous, but not necessarily 

analytic. The branch cuts from + ko also join up to form a complete 

barrier along, say, the imaginary axis. To avoid possible difficulties 

stemming from this it is usual to work with finite ko and then let ke > 0. 

This, however, makes for unnecessary complications in much of the werk, 

and it is useful to be able to tackle the incompressible problem directly. 

To this end we imagine the branch cuts as starting from 0 + i0 and going 

to infinity in Im s > 0 and from 0-i0 to infinity in Ims < 0. 

Then the limiting form of the function Xe is real and positive 

on the whole real s-axis, i.e., it is there the function |s|. We shall 

write (2)? for this function in the complex plane with the cuts as 

indicated; it is the continuation to complex s of the function js| on the 

real axis, and can also be defined as s(sgn Res) where sgn x = + 1 for 

xx 0. Thus 

1 

es (s2)? = 8 (sgn Res) as k, 70 (10.21) 

The multiplicative split is 
1 1 1 

(s2)? = st BG % (10. 22) 

1 1 1 : 

where s? means the branch of s* which behaves like s* as s + +with a 
1 1 

cut from 0 - Oi in the lower half-plane, while s? behaves like s* as 

s ++ © but nas the cut from 0+0i in the upner half plane. 
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The additive split of (8*)? can be found by taking the limit of 

(10.11) as ko +0. Define &n,8 to be the branch of 2£n 5 with a cut from 

0-01 in the lower half-plane, and with ins real and positive when s is 

real and greater than 1. Define &£n_s similarly except that it has the 

cut from 0 + Oi in the upper half-plane. Then we can see that 

£n.s =nin e*= 0 if Res > 0 

in, s -2£n.s = 2in if Res <0, 

srt’ 

pee URE 

swear cen A AMT HORE IEA is é 

and both of these are covered by 

fos - £n_s = 2in H(-Res) 

where H(x) ie the Heaviside function equal to 1 cr 0 according as 

x >OQcrx <0. Since sgn x = 2H(x) - 1, we can write this now as 

fn,s - $n_s = in - in sgn Res 

and multiplyiang by s and using (10.21) gives 

1 
sins -s ins = ins - in(s?)* (10.23) 

i Now define 

8448 P,(s) 2 + 5 ns | 

(10.24) 
8 is 

P_(s) = a es £n_s J 

and then it follows from (10.23) that 

1 

(s?)? = P,(s) + P_(s) (10.25) 

and P,(s) is enalytic in R, (Im s > U), P_(s) is analytic in R_(Im s < 0), | 
| 80 
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as required. Further, by careful consideration of the branches it can 

be shown that these P,(s) still heave the property 

P,(-s) = P_(s) (10.26) 

enjoyed by the function (10.11) for ky ?# 0. 

Use of these functions enables incompressible problems to be 

more complicated compressible problems. but we should stress that because 

there is no strip of overlap ali procedures should only be regarded as 

i 
H 

| svlved much more elegantly than by taking the limit as ke +o of the 

| 

H formal, and the results should be verified by independent checks. 
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